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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The susceptibility and potential for Indian Point Unit 3's Power operated gate valves to 
pressure lock and/or thermally bind (PLTB) during design and licensing basis operating 
conditions is documented in this report. GL 89-10, "Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve 
Testing and Surveillance", Supplement 6, requested nuclear power plant licensees to include 
evaluations of PLTB considerations in the 89-10 program to verify the capability of safety
related MOVs to perform their safety fun ction.. That evaluation was documented in reference 
7.91 and addressed design basis operating conditions. Reference 7.92 documented a similar 
evaluation for surveillance testing conditions.. Generic Letter 95-07 expanded the scope to all power operated gate valves within the design and licensing basis, and specifically requested 
an evaluation of PORV Block valves. New methodologies and screening criteria have been 
developed since the original report on design basis conditions was produced. Due to that 
fact, this report supercedes reference 7.91.  

Pressure locking and thermal binding (PLTB) are common-mode failure mechanisms which 
may prevent gate valves from opening, rendering redundant trains of safety systems or 
multiple safety systems inoperable. The phenomenon of pressure locking (PL) can occur in gate valves when high pressure fluids become entrapped in their bonnet, with low line 
pressures on either side of the disc, causing abnormally high differential pressures. It is this 
high differential pressure that opposes disc opening motion, increasing the opening demands 
on the valve actuator. Pressure locking is limited to double-disc, split wedge, and flexible 
wedge gate valves. The phenomenon of thermal binding is most commonly c aused when a 
valve is closed at high temperatures, and has an opening requirement at a significantly lower 
temperature. Contributions to thermal binding can also result from thermal expansion of a cool valve stem inserted into a "hotter" valve. It is specifically attributed to the body of the 
valve contracting at a higher rate than the valve disc, resulting in the disc being pinched by 
the body, potentially prohibiting valve opening. Thermal binding is limited to solid and flexible
wedge disc gate valves.  

This evaluation was performed in two phases. First, the safety related gate valves at Indian 
Point 3 were screened for potential susceptibility to PLTB. Second, for the valves identified as being potentially susceptible, their design and. licensing basis operating conditions were 
evaluated to determine if the valves would experience conditions conducive to PLTB to the 
extent that operability was jeopardized.  
Although this evaluation determined that several of the gate valves were potentially 
susceptible to pressure locking (based on the conservative assumptions in section 4), only 
four (4) were identified to have minimal margins in the pressure locking scenario analysis.  
The valves are: 

SI-MO V-i1835A 
SI-MOV-1 835B 
SI-MO V-851A 
SI-MOV-8518B 

Due to this, recommend ations are made in the section devoted to analysis of the subject 
valves to ensure long term operability, without depending on their detailed, specific, and 
present conditions.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, continued 

For Thermal Binding, the. basis for acceptability of the two PORV block valves (RC-MOV-535 and 536) rely on qualitative evaluation rather than detailed quantitative analysis. This is due to the present lack of a well defined methodology for thermal binding analysis. For long term acceptability, recommendations are made for future actions to resolve some of the uncertainty related to the qualitative evaluation. This may include stroking them at specified intervals, while approaching the LTOP window during cooldown.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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2.0 BACKGROUND 

The following subsections provide a brief background review of the pressure locking and thermal binding issues relative to: (a) regulatory requirements, and (b) Indian Point 3 actions to'date.  

2.1 Regulatory Background 

Historically, the potential for "double disc" gate valves being unable to open as a result of "'pressure locking", and "solid wedge" valves being unable to open as a result of "thermal binding", has been recognized for many years, and numerous generic communications on the subject have been issued within the nuclear industry. As a result of a 1991 pressure locking incident at the James A. Fitzpatrick plant involving a "flexible wedge" gate valve, the NRC's Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) initiated a study based on reported occurrences of pressure locking and thermal binding. The report from that study, Reference 7.87, concluded that industry efforts to eliminate those problems had not been effective, and recommended the following additional regulatory actions: 

1. "Licensees should evaluate all safety-related gate valves to determine potential susceptibility to pressure locking or the rmal binding. The evaluation should employ indepth engineering analyses to cover all plant operating and accident modes." 

2. "For those valves identified as potentially suscepti 'ble to the binding mechanisms, licensees should implement effective valve modifications and appropriate procedures to prevent the binding from occurring.":,, 

The NRC implemented those AEOD recommendations for motor-operated valves in March 1994 via Supplement 6 to Generic Letter (GL).89-10 (Reference 7.88) in which it was stated that: 

"Licensees are expected to have evaluated the potential for pressure locking and thermal binding of gate valves, and taken action to ensure that these phenomena do not affect the capability of MOVs to perform their safety related functions".  

Supplement 6 further stated that an acceptable approach to meeting that requirement is to: 

"Document an evaluation of the gate valves within the scope of GL 89-10 as having operational configurations with a potential for pressure locking or thermal bin ding, including the basis for determining whether the valves (a) are susceptible to pressure locking or thermal binding or (b) can be removed from further consideration." 

Finally on August 17, 1995 the AEOD recommendations were expanded to all power-operated gate valves through the issuance of Generic Letter (GL) 95-07 (Reference 7.89) which requested the following licensee actions and responses:

3
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2.0 BACKGROUND, continued.  

2.1.1. Requested Actions 

A. Wthin 90 days: 

1. Screen all safety-related, power-operated (May, AOV, HOV) gate valves for 
susceptibility to pressure locking and thermal binding; and 
2. Document the basis for operability of potentially susceptible valves.  

B. Within 180 days implement and complete guidance of Attachment 1 to GL 95-07 to: 

1. Evaluate operational configurations to identify valves susceptible to pressure locking 
and thermal binding; and 

2. Perform further analyses, and take needed corrective actions to ensure id entified 
susceptible valves are capable of performing their safety function under all modes of 
operation, including test configurations.  

2.1.2. Requested Responses 

A. Within 60 days provide written response indicating whether or not the requested actions will be implemented, and the schedule for implementation.  

B. Within 180 days provide written response to include a summary description of: 

1. The susceptibility evaluation and further analyses of requested 180 day actions 1 and 2 respectively, and the bases or criteria for determination of susceptibility.  

2. The results of the susceptibility evaluation including a listing of the susceptible valves.' 

3. The corrective actions or other dispositioning for susceptible valves including: (a) equipment or procedural modifications completed and planned (including the completion schedule); and (b) justificaton for any determination that a susceptible valve is acceptible 
as is.
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2.2 1P23 Actions 

Prior to this evaluation report, the following actions had been taken to address pressure 
locking and thermal binding issues-at Indian Point 3: 

1. Having recognized the potential for pressure locking, the following gate valves were field modified prior to initial startup to provide valve cavity venting: 

AC-MO V-731 SI-MO V-747 SI-MOV- 887B SI-MO V-1852A 
AC-MOV-745A Sl-MOV-882 SI-MOV-889A SI-MO V-1852B 
AC-MO V-745B SI-MO V-885A SI-MO V-889B SI-MO V-1869A 
CH-MOV-333 SI-MO V-885B SI-MO V-i1802A SI-MO V-i1869B 
SI-MOV-746 Sl-M0V887A Sl-MOV-1802B 

All the above except SI-MOV-885B have a drilled hole in the disc. SI-MOV-885B has an external vent line from the bonnet to the high pressure side. The vent line contains a manual shut-off valve. - Note: Although eadier plant documents indicate holes may also have been drilled in the discs of A C-MO0 V-730, A C-MO V-743 and SI-O V-883, confirming documentation could not be obtained, therefore no credit for cavity venting was taken.  

2. Evaluations were conducted in response to INPO SOER 84-7 (Reference 7.90). The evaluations considered gate valves required to open during a safety injection and long term 
recirculation: 

AC-MOV-822A SI-MO V-885B Sl-MOV-1 835A 
AC-MOV-822B SI-MOV-888A SI-MOV-1835B 
SI-MOV-866A SI-MOV-888B SI-MOV-1852A 
SI-MO V-866B SI-MO V-889A SI-MO V-i1852B 
SI-MOV-885A SI-MO V-889B 

Except for SI-MO V-i 835A&B and SI-MO V-1852A&B, acceptability of those valves was justified by analysis and consideration of operating conditions. The positions of SI-MOV-1835A&B and SI-MOV-1852A&B were to be changed to open during normal operation under the proposed (at that time) modification to remove the Boron Injection Tank. Note: Although that modification has since been implemented, SI-MO V-1835A&B and SI-MO V-1852A&B8 are still, normally closed.  

3. In response to GL 89-10 Supplement 6, the MOVs within the scope of GL 89-10 were evaluated for susceptibility to pressure locking and thermal binding. Those evaluations were documented in NYPA reports: IP3-RPT-MULT-1 160 (Reference 7.91) for normal/accident 
conditions, and IP3-RPT- MULT-1445 (Reference 7.92) for surveillance test conditions.
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2.2 IP3 Actions, continued.  

The Reference 7.91 evaluation concluded that none of lP3's GL 89-10 MOVs will experience 
pressure locking or thermal binding during design basis operating conditions. That evaluation 
identified twelve (12) valves as being potentially susceptible to pressure loc king; but, as 
demonstrated by analyses, their actuators were determined to be capable of providing 
sufficient thrust to overcome the postulated pressure locking forces. Those valves were: 

AC-MO V-743 SI-MO V-850C SI-MOV-888A 
RC-MOV-535 SI-MOV-851A SI-MOV-888B 
RC-MOV-536. SI-MOV-851 B SI-MO V-i1835A 
SI-MOV-850A SI-MOV-883 SI-MOV-1835B 

Two (2) valves, RC-MOV-535 & 536 were identified as being susceptible to thermal binding 
and two (2) recommendations were made and implemented: (a) Insulate RC-MOV-535 and 
RC-MOV-536 (PORV block valves) and associated piping, and (b) Keep the bonnet vent line 
valve open on SI-MOV- 885B (outboard -containment sump isolation valve).  

Reference 7.91 was reviewed by the NRC during the GL 89-10 Phase 11 Inspection 95-01 
conducted in January 1995. The NRC inspection report (Reference 7.93) provided a detailed 
discussion of their review which stated: 

"Although NYPA's actions to date are acceptable, because the evaluation of these generic 
common-mode phenomena is ongoing, and additional corrective actions may be required in 
the future, this item remains unresolved." 

Reference 7.94 was prepared in response to an NRC Inspectors question regarding the 
Reference 7.91 calculated capability of SI-MOV-888A & B to open under the postulated 
pressure locking forces. That reevaluation -defined the calculated temperature margin for 
thermally induced pressure locking concemns.  

The Reference 7.92 evaluations for pressure locking and thermal binding during. surveillance 
testing under cold shutdown, hot shutdown, and at-power conditions, concluded that only ACMOV-730 could be potentially subject to pressure locking, and that none would be subject to thermal binding. The detailed evaluation of AC-MOV-730 in Reference 7.92 determined the required thrust to open the valve, and indicated that the capability of the actuator to develop 
that thrust would be proven by the static baseline testing of the valve, yet to be completed at 
that time. This will be discussed later in this report (see section 5.1).  

Reference 7.92 was not reviewed by the NRC. under the 95-01 MOV Inspection since it was 
not completed at that time. It was later provided to the NRC in fullfillment of a restart 
requirement. No comments have been received to date.  

4. Under the GL 95-07 60 day response requirement, NYPA, via Reference 7.95, committed to 
the requested actions and schedule of the Letter.
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2.2 IP3 Actions, continued..  

5. As part of the compliance with the GL 95-07 90 day action, a screening was conducted to identify all non-MOV, power-operated, safety related gate valves. That screening identified two (2) valves, MS-PCV-1 31 OA and 131013, which are air-operated parallel disc valves.. The screening process and the pressure locking evaluation of those two valves is documented in Reference 7.96 which concluded that pressure locking/thermal binding would not be a concern.  

3.0 PURPOSE 

It is considered that the evaluations performed and documented in References 7.91, 7.92, 7.94 and 7.96 taken together have complied with the 90 day action requirement of GL 95-07.  As committed in Reference 7.95, NYPA has continued to monitor industry initiatives and information regarding technical resolution of pressure locking and thermal binding issues. As a result, the previous evaluation of design basis operation has been revisited with respect to the GL 95-07 180 day actions and the consideration of long term acceptability.  

Thus, the purposes of this report are to: (a) document the evaluations of operationial configurations of the IP3 gate valves susceptible to pressure locking and thermal binding which have been conducted under the GL 95-07 180 day actions; and (b) perform further analyses by incorporating new criteria and analytical techniques, and (c) identify needed corrective actions and provide recommendations for resolution of any resulting issues.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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4.0 METHODOLOGY AND CRITERIA 

The pressure locking and thermal binding evaluations conducted under this report were performed in two (2) phases. The first phase utilized initial screenings to identify potentially susceptible gate valves considering: gate type, safety function within the plant design and licensing basis, whether or not the valve cavity is vented, and maximum fluid temperature. For those valves identified as being potentially susceptible by the initial screenings, the second phase evaluations were functional evaluations considering actual system operating conditions with supporting calculations where necessary.  

4.1 Pressure Locking Initial Screening Criteria 

The following Criteria were utilized to identify safety-related power-operated gate valves that 
are potentially susceptible to pressure locking: 

1. Flexible wedge, split wedge and parallel double disc valves were considered potentially 
susceptible; solid wedge valves were not.  

2. Valves with no open safety function were excluded from being potentially susceptible.  

3. Valves with disc bleed holes, bonnet vent lines or other means of equalizing valve cavity pressure with upstream or downstream pressure are not susceptible.  

4. Mispositioning scenarios were not considered.  

4.2 Thermal Binding Initial Screening Criteria 

The following Criteria were utilized to identify safety-related power-operated gate valves that alre potentially susceptible to thermal binding: 

1. Flexible and solid wedge valves were considered potentially susceptible; parallel double 
disc and split wedge valves were not.  

2. Valves with no open safety function were excluded from being potentially susceptible.  

3. Valves whose maximum fluid temperature exceeds the 200 0 F threshold are not considered susceptible if the change in temperature between the closing and opening demand is less than 1 00'F for flexible wedge. and 500F. for solid wedge gate valves (Per 
WOG Criteria-Reference 7.97) 

4. Mispositioning scenarios were not considered.
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4.0 METHODOLOGY AND CRITERIA, continued.  

4.3 Assumptions 

In performing the detailed pressure locking evaluations the following general assumptions 
were made: 

1. Fluid is assumed to become entrapped in the valve cavity either by leakage when the 
valve is closed or as a result of closing.  

2. It is generally conservatively assumed, that once the valve cavity is pressurized, it becomes leak tight, precluding gradual depressurization. However, where circumstances 
allow long periods of time between pressurization and the demand to open, the depressurization rate in Attachment 10 of reference 7.99 may be used to further refine 
analyses.  

3. Check valves are assumed to allow back leakage, including multiple check valves in 
series.  

4. The potential for pressure locking can result from either or both of the following conditions: (a) a decrease in the line pressure that initially pressurized the valve cavity; (b) heat transfer from ambient or other heat source(s) increases the pressure of the fluid trapped in the valve cavity above the pressure in the adjacent lines.  

5. All motor actuators have the open torque switch bypassed for the valve unseating portion of the opening stroke, therefore, motor output torque capability at the minimum voltage is generally assumed. For valves that are operated during the hot-leg recirculation phase of the accident, full bus voltage may be assumed, to properly assess current installed margin. This would be due to repeated directions given in operations procedures late in LOCA events to restore (if lost) full bus voltage, via emergency diesel generator operation if required.  

6. Valves subject to normal ambient temperature fluctuations (e.g. routine or seasonal) are not considered susceptible to PL or TB, per attachment.3, page 1 of reference 7. 100.  

7. The valve factor used in supporting calculations of opening thrust requiremen ts is generally assumed to be .5 (ref. 7.76). If actual opening valve factors were determined via diagnostically monitored dP testing, the derived values may be used, where appropriate, and must be used if higher.  

8. The 'stem factors used in supporting calculations of actuator capability are generally based on an assumed stem friction coefficient of .2. Actual stem factors or improved stem factors based on statistical analysis of stem friction coefficient data acquired during static diagnostic testing (1P3-RPT-MULT-01279) may be used where appropriate. If actual stem friction determined during diagnostic testing is higher than the statistically derived value, only the 
actual value may be used in lieu of the assumed value.
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5.0 PRESSURE LOCKING EVALUATIONS 

The results of the initial screening for susceptibility to pressure lock ing per the-criteria of Section 4.1 are shown on Table 1 which lists all power-operated, safety-related gate valves at IP3. Of the sixty-one (61) valves listed eighteen.(18) were determined to require a detailed evaluation for pressure locking susceptibility. Those are: 

AC-MO V-730 SI-MO V-850C SI-MOV-888A 
AC-MOV-743 SI-MO V-851A SI-MO V-8888 
AC-MOV-744 Sl-MOV-851 B SI-MO V-899A 
RC-MOV-535 SI-MOV-866A SI-MOV-899B 
RC-MOV-536 SI-MO V-866B SI-MO V-i1835A 
SI-MO V-850A Sl-MOV-883 SI-MO V-i18358 

The detailed evaluations for the above listed valves are provided in the subsections below.  

5.1 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MOV-730 

AC-MO V-730 is the RHR loop suction isolation valve which, in series with AC-MO V-731 (closest to RCS), separates the RCS from RHR. Both valves are Copes-Vulcan, 14 inch, bolted bonnet, parallel seat, double disc gate valves. AC-MOV-731 has a hole in the upstream disc and is therefore not susceptible to pressure locking. Although AC-MOV 730 may also have a disc hole, its existence could not be confirmed at this time. It was therefore identified as potentially susceptible to pressure locking by the initial screening.  

During normal power operation, and injection and recirculation phases of an ac cident both AC-MO V-730 and AC-MOV-731 are de-energized closed. They are opened to bring the plant from hot shutdown to cold shutdown using the RHR pumps and heat exchangers. Procedurally they are energized and opened when the plant is in hot shutdown with RCS pressure less than 450 psig and temperature less than 350 degree F. They are interlock protected such that they will not open if RCS pressure is greater than 450psig, and if they are open and pressure reaches 550 psig they auto close. To support recovery from non-LOCA accidents, these valves are opened when RCS conditions allow to terminate cooling with the steam generators.  

5.1.1 Evaluation of Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of AC-MO V-730 
During normal operation, slight slow leakage of RCS fluid past AC-MOV-731 could pressurize the bonnet of AC-MOV-730 to RCS system pressure. However, it is known that the trapped pressure will eventually decay, when the RCS is depressurized. The WOG PLTB Task Team has developed bonnet depressurization rates, based on testing by Commonwealth Edison, which allow a determination of how fast the bonnet pressure would decay to acceptable levels. From reference 7.99, the depressurization rates are a function of the differential pressure and are as follows:
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5.1 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MO V-730, continued.  

Differential Pressure Range Bonnet Depressurization Rate Below 500 psid 1 psi/minute 500 - 1000 psid 2.5 psi/minute 
1000 - 1500 psid 4 psi/minute 
> 1500 psid 5.5 psi/minute 

Assuming the bonnet of AC-MOV-730 is pressurized to the RCS code safety valve pressure of 2510 psi, based on the above rates it would depressurize to an RCS side pressure of 450 psi in 15.4 hours. This is within the capability of the actuator. (Note: This conservatively neglects the depressurization that would occur as the RCS is depressurizing.) That time is well within the time required to initiate RHR system operation to achieve cold shutdown. If a shorter time is desired, since containment would be accessible following postulated non-LOCA accidents, operator action, such as manual operation or loosening the valve packing to rel ieve pressure, could be taken. Thus, the potential for pressure induced pressure locking during operating conditions is not considered to be a safety issue for this valve.  

As indicated in Section 2.2 of this report, the previous reference 7.92 evaluation determined that this valve was potentially susceptible to pressure locking as a result of surveillance test activities. Further review of that evaluation shows that the postulated scenario of concern is not a pressure locking scenario, but rather a scenario involving differential pressure across the valve with bonnet pressure equal to the upstream pressure. That condition has been satisfactorily addressed by the required thrust calculations and diagnostic testing conducted for the G L 89-10 Program.  

5.1.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of AC-MO V-730 

AC-MOV-730 is located inside containment at the 59'-6" elevation level. Maximum ambient temperature during accident conditions is postulated to be 261'F versus normal ambient of 850-102OF (ref. 7.8). Thus, there is the potential for significant heatup and pressure increase of valve cavity fluid under accident conditions. However, for the bounding non-LOCA accident, a main steam line break , high containment temperatures are of short duration and would not heat the valve cavity fluid to the peak temperature. Even if it did, by the time the subject valve would be opened, it would have cooled to normal ambient, and any thermally induced pressure increase would have dissipated. Reference 7.120 indicates that for the limiting Main Steam Line Break accident (flow control valve failure at 70% reactor power with offsite power), the containment temperature would essentially return to its. initial temperature approximately 
2.2 hours after break initiation.  

Another scenario for thermally induced pressure increase in AC-MO V-730 is heat conduction from the RCS along the pipe. This is not considered credible, since AC-MOV-731 (closest to the RCS) is closed, and there is more than 70 feet of uninsulated pipe between AC-MO V-731 and AC-MOV-730. For a similar scenario at the James A. Fitzpatrick plant , it was shown (ref.  7.98) that the temperature along the Linsulated, 10", 1504 class stainless steel, core spray pipe would decay from 5520F(RCS temperature) to 1650F(ambient) within 12 feet of the RCS
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5.1 Pressure Locking Eva luation of AC-MO V-730, continued.  
heat source. Based on the above, thermally induc ed pressure locking is. not considered a 
concern.  

Conclusions 

Potential bonnet pressure increases resulting from high containment temperatures, heat migration from interconnected piping, or leakage of RCS fluid by AC-MOV-731 are not a safety concern for AC-MOV-730.  

Recommendations 

1. Inspect for presence of hole in upstream disc the next time AC-MOV-730 is overhauled.  (This requires full core offload.) 

2. Evaluate benefit of drilling hole in upstream disc if it doesn't already exist.  

5.2 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MOV-743 

AC-MO V-743 is the RHR Pump Miniflow Isolation Valve. Although Reference 7.5 indicates this valve has a bleed hole, no confirmation of its existence could be obtained, therefore, no credit was taken for its existence. The screening process determined a PLTB evaluation was needed.  

This valve is normally open and de-energized during power operation, RHR, and safety injection (ref. 7.3.3). The valve is maintained open after safety injection to ensure minimum flow through the RHR pumps. If the Recirculation pumps are aligned for recirculation, the valve is closed. Thereafter, the valve may be required to open under postulated conditions requiring post-LOCA RHR pump operation in response to a passive failure related to the RHRHX #32 or associated piping.  

5.2.1 Evaluation of Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of AC-MO V-743.  

AC-MOV-743 is maintained open during the SI, following a LOCA. When the transfer is made to low or high head recirculation, the valve is closed. A requirement to open after this closure to allow recirculation via the RHR pumps must assume a passive failure associated with the 32 RHRHX, or 2 active failures which would be beyond design basis (i.e. both recirculation pumps, or both MOVs SI-1802A and 1802B).  

This passive failure is postulated within design basis to occur during long term recirculation, i.e., hot leg recirculation. In this case, the valve would be required to open to support external recirculation via the RHR pumps, after closing during the switchover to intemnal low or high head recirculation. As the transfer from injection to recirculation is initiated, AC-MOV743 is closing against the recirculation pump discharge pressure of 248 psig (ref. 7.3.3).  Therefore, the bonnet is postulated to be pressurized to that level.
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5.2 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MO V-743, continued.  

In the event that RHR Heat Exchanger #32 does incur a passive failure during high head recirculation, SI-MOV-885 A and B will be opened (ref. 7.24), venting the downstream side of AC-MO V-743 to containment. If AC-MO V-1870 is opened before AC-MO V-743 (bounding case), the line between AC-MO V-743 and AC-MO V-1870 will be depressurized to containment pressure. To be further conservative, containment pressure will be assumed at 0 psig.  Therefore, the pressure upstream and downstream of AC-MOV-743 will be 0 psig, while the bonnet cavity will be at 248 psig.  

Reference 7.105 calculates that 2949 lbs of thrust is required to open AC-MO V-743 under the .conditions described above. The thrust delivered to the valve is limited by the motor capacity at minimum (degraded) voltage, 10386 lbs. Consequently, the delivered thrust is sufficient to open the valve.  

5.2.2 Evaluatiqn of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of AC-MO V-743 
The valve may experience a spectrum of temperatures. It is in the pipe penetration, where the maximum ambient post LOCA temperature is 105 degrees F (ref. 7.8, sect. 3.5). The fluid passing through the valve is supplied either from the RWST, at a minimum temperature of 35 degrees F, or from the containment sump at a maximum temperature of 256 degrees F (ref.  7.8 section 3.5). In a large break LOCA, RWST water may be trapped in the bonnet at 248 psig and 35 degrees F, since AC-MO V-744 is closed prior to AC-MO V-743 is closing.  
This valve must then go from the closed position to an open position to support external recirculation via the RHR pumps in the event of a passive failure in #32 RHR heat exchanger.  This will be at least 14 hours into the event, therefore, the water in the bonnet may be heated to the ambient room condition of 105 degrees F. This could increase the bonnet pressure by an additional 1610 psig. Reference 7.105 calculates the opening requirement to be 9570 Ibs, which is marginally within the. actuator capability at reduced voltage . Since the required opening is during hot leg recirculation, full voltage can be (ref. assumption 5) assumed. With the actual valve factor from dP testing incorporated, the actuator is proven capable of opening the valve with 38.4% margin.  

Since the margin is moderate and credits a better than assumed design valve factor, it is prudent to discuss long term aspects. This valve is in a flow path designed to protect the RHR pumps under dead head conditions, i.e. when RCS pressure is still too high to inject via the RHR path at the initial stage of a LOCA. When the RHR pumps are aligned in the scenario described above, the individual RHR pump recirculation lines will be open for flow, and the remaining flow will be directed to the HHSI pump suction. This will protect the pumps and allow them to maintain their long term recirculation responsibilities. This determination is supported by the NYPA PRA groups determination that failure of this valve to open at this stage of the event is insignificant in terms of contribution to Core Damage Frequency (ref.  7.119).
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5.2 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MOV-743, continued.  

Conclusions: 

Pressure locking caused by a depressurization of the line upstream of AC-MO V-743 du .ring high and low head recirculation is not a concern since the actuator and valve are capable of overcoming it. Pressure locking due to ambient thermal influences .creates considerable pressure in the bonnet, but the actuator is again still able to open the valve.  

Recommendations 

1. Check for the presence of or provide a disc valve cavity vent hole in upstream portion of 
disc at the next valve overhaul of AC-MO V-743.  
2. Evaluate high pressure postulated due to thermal effects with respect to B16.5 code.  
5.3 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MOV-744 

AC-MOV-744 is the RHR Pump Discharge Isolation Valve. As Ref. 7.3.4 summarizes, ACMOV-744 is opened and de-energized during normal plant operation and RHR activities, as well as during safety injection. During the switchover from injection phase to recirculation, this valve is energized and closed early in the switchover procedure.. Low head recirculation is provided by the SI Recirculation pumps. If neither recirculation pumps were to operate or neither SI-MOV-1802A and B were to open, then the RHR pumps would be returned to service to support recirculation. However, this scenario is beyond design basis, as it assumes two active failures. In the event of a passive failure associated with the 32 RHR HX or its piping, the RHR pumps are brought into service, drawing suction from the containment sump and discharging through AC-MOV-744 and the 31 RHR HX . Such a passive failure is not postulated to occur until after the transfer to hot leg recirculation, which would be intitiated after 14 hours into the event.  

5.3.1 Evaluation of Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of AC-MOV-744 
When AC-MO V- 744 is closed, the line pressure would depend on the size of the break. Break size and its affect on flow through this valve are critical due to the combined affects of hydraulically and thermally induced pressure locking. A large break LOCA will result in the lowest RCS pressure, somewhere below the shutoff head of the RHR pumps. The bounding line pressure for the large break LOCA case (assuming RCS pressure just low enough to support low head injection flow through the Subject valve) would correspond to RHR pump dead head pressure with a full RWST. This results in 204 psig (((SOH of RHR =405) + (RWST elevation = 117.75') - (AC-744 elevation = 531))12.3lpsilft) trapped in the bonnet (ref.  7.3.4, and 7.3.29) including elevation differences. A small break LOCA could result in a much higher line pressure - up to the setpoint of relief valves Sl-733A and B, based on RCS leakage through LHSI check valves. This value is 624 psi (ref. 7.3.4) including elevation differences.
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5.3 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MO V-744, continued.  

Once post-LOCA recirculation has begun, the line pressure downstream of MOV-744 can be assumed to correspond to the Recirculation pumps head with a full recirculation sump and containment pressure at 0 psig. For a small break LOCA, this results in a 207 psig line pressure (ref. 7.3.4). In the case of a large break, the discharge head of the SI Recirc pumps may be lower given the higher expected flow rate, but will conservatively be assumed as 0.  
Because the postulated opening requirement occurs more than 14 hours into the event, credit will b -e taken for bonnet depressurization at 1 psi per minute (ref. 7.99), down to the line pressure at the discharge of the pumps. This removes the high bonnet pressure caused by the small break LOCA case. (This depress urization only requires 417 minutes, with the potential for over 840 minutes of depressurization.) Therefore, this small break LOCA case results in a bonnet pressure equal to the line pressure, such that the pressure differential across this side of the disc is zero.  

Similar to the small break case, the bonnet pressure of 204 psig, resulting from a large break LOCA, would also depressurize to the line pressure within 14 hours. However, the bonnet pressure will be conservatively assumed to, remain at 204 psig. Prior to being called upon to open in the scenario described above (independent of break size), SI-MOV-882 is closed, SIMOV-885 A and B are opened and then AC-MO V-744 is opened with the Recirculation pumps running (ref. 7.24). The upstream pressure will be equal to the sump level (virtually 0, including elevation differences) ( ref. 7.3.4). The downstream pressure is conservatively assumed to be 0 psig for the large break case. Because the requirement to open occurs at least 14 hours into the event, full voltage can be assumed (assumption 5). Reference 7.123 proves that the actuator is fully capable of opening the valve with significant margin.  
5.3.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of AC-MOV-744 

The valv e is located outside containment on line #9, at elevation 53 feet in the pipe penetration. The maximum temperature of the pipe penetration does not change during a LOCA from the normal maximum ambient temperature, which is 105 degrees F (Ref. 7.26, Att. 1 page 8). In addition, the valve is thermally insulated. Consequently, it will not experience a significant thermal gradient, due to ambient temperature changes.
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5.3 Pressure Locking Evaluation of AC-MOV-744i continued.  

The Si phase of a small break LOCA will result in no cold water flow through this valve, thus precluding any thermally induced pressure locking effect caused by ambient thermal influences. During a large break LOCA, a significant volume of RWST Water, at a minimum temperature of 35 degrees, may be pumped through this valve, potentially cooling it to 35 degrees. The insulation and valve body material properties shield the valve bonnet from the thermal addition. Reference 7.122 proves that the rate of increase in entrapped bonnet fluid temperature, and the resulting pressure increase is offset by the gradual depressurization of the valve, per reference 7.99. That is, over the highest rate of thermal addition period, the bonnet pressure is only increasing approximately at the rate of 18 psig/hour (19 degree F increase at 23 psi/degree over a 24 hour period), where the pressure decay rate is 60 psig/hour. Therefore, the rate of pressure increase due to thermal addition is zero.  

Conclusion: 

It is concluded that AC-MO V-744 is susceptible to hydraulically and thermally induced pressure locking, however, the actuator is capable of opening the valve and thus is not a 
concern.  

Recommendations: None.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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5.4 Pressure Locking Evaluation of RC-MOV..535 and RC-MOV-536 
These valves are t he PORV block valves which are normally open during power operation but may be closed to isolate a leaking PORV.. They are Velan, 3 inch, 15001b class, flexible wedge gate valves and are located inside containment above the pressurizer at the 123' level.  Per Reference 7.8, they can be exposed to a maximum ambient temperature of 140OF during.  normal operation and 261OF under accident conditions. Per Reference 7.3.15 the maximum line pressure is 2510 psig based on the Code Safety Valves relief setpoint plus tolerance. A pressure of 2510 psig would be attained on a loss of turbine load condition, which results in rapid pressurization of the RCS. Although Conditions at the top of the Pressurizer would no longer be saturated for this case, a conservative assumption of saturation conditions would result in higher temperature. The te .mperature of saturated steam at 2510 psig is 6690F.  During normal operation the fluid at the top of the Pressurizer and these valves is saturated steam at 650 OF.  

5.4.1 Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of RC-MOV-535 and RC-MOV-536 
There are no normal operating conditions, coincident with PORV block valve operation, that can be postulated for these valves where the pressure on the RCS side would be significantly less than the bonnet pressure.  

Although operation of the PORV block valves is not required for mitigation of accidents involving rapid depressurization of the RCS, it would be desirable to have them available for bleed and feed operations in the event of a steam generator tube rupture. Consequently an analytical assessment of their capability to open under conservatively postulated hydraulic pressure locking conditions, combined with an additional unwedging load due to stem thermal expansion, has been performed in References 7.115 and 7.116 for RC-MOV-535 and 536 respectively. The results of those calculations show opening capability margins (actuator capability above required opening thrust) of 43.8% for 535 and 29.3% for 536.  
For bounding purposes, those evaluations conservatively assumed: (a) RCS pressure has rapidly decreased to 350 psig (the minimum for bleed and feed per EOP E-3, Step 12), (b) prior closure of the valve has trapped 2510 psig steam, (c) the pressurizer relief tank pressure is 0 psig, (d) disc/seat friction based on thedesign valve factor of 0.5, (e) a stem friction coefficient of 0.2, (f) minumum degraded volt age, and (g) stem thermal growth load based on 669'F fluid and 120'F ambient (ambient is 1400 F, but 120OF is conservatively assumed) .  

The methodology employed in those calculations to determine the pressure locking forces is that developed by Commonwealth Edison and adopted by the WOG PLTB3 Task Team (ref.  7.100). Closure of these valves during normal operation may result in additional opening thrust requirements due to thermal expansion of the cooler portion of stem as it heats up after insertion, and loads the wedge tighter in to the seat. Although this is a thermal binding effect, it is additive to any postulated pressure locking forces and is therefore discussed here.' The additional unwedging load from that effect has been estimated using methodology developed by Commonwealth Edison and made available for preliminary use under the WOG PLTB effort (ref. 7.118). WOG PLTB Task Team evaluation of the methodology is still underway. The method utilizes the static diagnostic thrust measurements to determine the valve/actuator assembly stiffness. There has been expressed a concemn that the method may underestimate the valve stiffness by not accounting for the actuator torque spring pack deflection.
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5.4 Pressure Locking, Evaluation .of RC-MOV..535 and RC-MOV-536, continued.  
contribution, and thus be unConservative. Although that effect has not yet been quantified, based on a preliminary assessment by Commonwealth Edison, it is not expected to affect the stiffness by more than 20 to 30%., However, to conservatively bound the effect in the evaluation of RC-MOV-535 & 536, the-static test derived valve/actuator stiffness was increased by 100% (doubled). Although because of the foregoing reasons this evaluation is considered preliminary, it meets the NRC expectations with respect to the use of the "best available information".  

5.4.2 Evaluation Thermally Induced Pressure Locking RC-MOV-535 and 536 
These valves are located in containment and can thus be exposed to rapid ambient temperature increases up to 261*F resulting from a LOCA or HELB. If the valves were closed prior to one of those accidents, there is-the potential for significant thermally induced valve cavity pressure increase. However, these valves are not required to open for mitigation of those design basis accidents; therefore, an assessment of those conditions is not required' under the scope of GL 95-07.  

These valves are interlocked to automatically open during low temperature operation under the Overpressure Protection System COPS), during plant startup and cooldown. During cooldown, arming of OPS occurs, via the opening of the block valves, at an RCS temperature of approximately 336 OF. Assuming steam is trapped as a result of prior closure to isolate a leaking PORV during power operation, thermally induced pressure locking would not be of concern for OPS since the trapped steam would be cooling down.  

Conclusions 

1. Pressure locking is not a concern for RC-MOV-535 & 536.  
2. Although not required, based on calc ulational margin, RC-MOV-535 & 536 are capable of supporting bleed and feed operations, in the event of a steam generator tube rupture.  
Recommendations 

1. Continue to monitor the WOG PLTB Task Team evaluation of the Commonwealth Edison stem thermal growth load method.  
2. Depending on results from Recommendation 1, revise evaluation/ calculations where necessary.  

Note: See other recommendations for these valves relative to thermal binding in Section 6.1.
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5.5 Pressure Locking Evaluation Of SI-MO V-850A and C 

SI-MO V-850A and C are the #31 safety injection pump-discharge isolation valves and are not insulated. They are normally locked open with power disconnected at the motor control center (ref. 7.3.17). They may be re-energized and closed during post-LOCA low head recirculation to establish containment isolation, or to mitigate a passive failure (ref. 7.12 and 7.24). The valves must be reopened during the transfer from cold leg recirculation to hot leg recirculation (ref. 7.43).  

5.5.1 Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-850A and C 
If closed during low head recirculation, 211 psi (ref. 7.3.17):fluid may become entrapped in the bonnet cavity. This assumes RCS pressure has decayed and the line pressure is conservatively assumed as the same as the discharge pressure of the recirculation pumps (ref. 7.3.17). When the valves are required to open during the transfer from low head cold leg to hot leg recirculation, the upstream and downstream sides of each valve are conservatively assumed to be 0 psig with 211 psig trapped in the bonnet. Reference 7.114 and 7.121 bound this condition and determine the actuator capable of delivering the thrust required to open the valve under the pressure conditions described above.  

5.5.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of Si-MO V-850A and C 
These valves are located outside containment. During normal operating and accident conditions, they are exposed to a maximum ambient temperature of 85 degrees F (ref. 7.8, table 3.12). The fluid which traverses SI-MOV-850 A and C is supplied from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) during safety injection or the recirc or containment sump during hot leg recirculation. The fluid temperature in the RWST may be as low as 35 degrees F (refs.  7.13 and 7.14).  

During a safety injection, RWST water traveling through the valves may cool them to 35 degrees F. Upon termination of safety injection, the valves may be closed and would gradually become warmer. No sooner than 14 hours later, when the valves are require d to open to transfer from cold leg to hot leg recirculation, the valves and the fluid at the valves will be at ambient temperature. This results in an increase in bonnet pressure. References 7.114 and 7.121 conclude that the actuators are capable of opening the valves under the prescribed conditions with significant margin.  

Conclusions: 

Pressure locking is not a concern for valves SI-MO V-850A and C.  

Recommendations: 

None.-
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5.6 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-851A & B 
SI-MO V-851A and B are the High Head Safety Injection Pump #32 discharge stop valves.  
5.6.1 Hydraulically Induced Pressure L ocking Evaluation of SI-MO V-851A & B 
The subject valves allow flow from HHSI pump #32 to be delivered to one or both injection headers. They are locked open and de-energized during normal power operations, injection phase, and low head RHR. They may remain open during both cold and hot leg recirculation (ref. 7.28 and 7.43). However, they must close if HHSI pump #32 is secured (ref. 7.28). They may also be closed to mitigate a passive failure during long term recirculation. If closed during cold leg recirculation, they may be required to reopen upon failure of the 31 or 33 HHSI pump.  

SI-MO V-851A is a containment isolation valve (CIV) and would be closed, post LOCA, to provide containment isolation, when the SI pumps are secured. It is equipped with Isolation Valve Seal Water (IVSW) (ref. 7.71 page 3-39) to limit the leakage of fission products outside containment. SI-MOV-851B is not a CIV and is not provided with IVSW.  
Small break LOCA presents the bounding case for pressure locking. The line pressure during high head cold leg recirculation will be 1012 psig, based on the SI and recirculation pumps running plus static head (ref. 7.3.18). If these. valves are closed during cold leg recirculation, the bonnet cavity of the valves may be pressurized to 1012 psig.  
When the plant operates in either high head cold or hot leg recirculation, the 851 valves may be opened if either the 31 or 33 HHSI pumps become unavailable. In the event of a SIBLOCA, two HHSI pumps would run continuously during cold and hot leg recirculation. The case where the 32 pump is running from the outset of cold leg recirculation need not be considered, because the 851 valves will not be closed. If the 31 and 33 pumps are running, then both 851 valves would be closed. Prior to closing the 851s following the transfer from injection to cold leg recirculation, the 32 HHSI pump is secured and its inlet isolation valves (Sl-887A&B) are closed. Should either 31 or 33 HHSI pump fail, then first the 887 valves are opened, 'followed by the 851 valves, and then the 32 pump started. Upon opening the 887 valves, the pressure upstream of the 851 valves'would be 211 psig - the discharge pressure of the recirculation pump(s) (Ref. 7.3.18). The pressure downstream of the 851 valve feeding the dead header (with the failed pump) could be at an elevated RCS pressure, but will be conservatively assumed to be 0 psig.  

Reference 7.101 and 7.102 provides the calculation of the thrust required to open the valves under the pressure conditions described above and determines that the actuators have sufficient thrust capacity, with margin.
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5.6 Pressure Locking Evaluation Of SI-MO V-851A & 13, continued.  

5.6.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MO V-851A & B 
These valves may experience moderate temperature fluctuations. Their maximum ambient temperature is 85 degrees F (ref. 7.8, table 3.18). The fluid passing through the valves during safety injection is from the RWST and may cool them to 35 degrees F. However, if the valves are called upon to re-open during recirculation, the fluid in their bonnets is presumed to be at the ambient temperature of 85 degrees F. This will increase the bonnet pressure and the differential pressure across the disc. Taking credit for actual valve factors determined during diagnostic testing, and improved stem factors with degraded voltage available at the motor terminals, the actuators are determined capable of opening the valves, with margin. This analysis still has conservatism present, in that credit is not taken for the rate of thermal addition to the bonnet fluid and gradual bonnet depressurization (ref. 7.99).  

Conclusions: 

It is concluded the potential for hydrauli cally or thermally induced pressure locking of SIMOV-851 A and 851 B is not presently a concern. However, for long term acceptability through analysis only, a more refined evaluation may be performed.  

Recommendations: 

Evaluate methods for providing larger margins for long term acceptability. This may include, but is not limited to: 

1. Thermal influences on the bonnet and fluid, and bonnet depressurization credit.  
2. Modifying the set point for minimum RWST temperature controlling system.  

5.7 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MOV-866A & B 

SI-MO V-866A & B are the containment spray pump discharge isolation valves. They are located downstream of the containment spray pumps in the PA B. They are normally closed and energized. On any one of three signals they automatically open to facilitate the injection of RWST water to the containment spray headers. These signals are containment High-High pressure, main steam line isolation, or manual containment spray initiation (ref. 7.3.19).  
5.7.1 Evaluation of Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MOV-866A & B 
The only pressure source to fill the bonnets of SI-MO V-866A and 866B is the Containment Spray suction supply which is the head of the RWST plus the elevation difference between the tank and the two subject MOVs. This assumes that pressure is transferred through the Containment Spray pumps to the bonnet of these normally closed valves. Since this water is stagnant, the water is assumed to be at ambient PAB temperature of 850 F (ref.7.8), and will remain constant during accident conditions. This pressure value is 29 psig, and is bounded by the valves' requirement to open against full shutoff head of the Containment Spray pumps.  Therefore, hydraulically induced pressure locking of the subject valves is ruled out.
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5.7 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-866A &,continued.  

5.7.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MO V-866A & B 

These valves experience minimal temperature gradients. The PAB's maximum ambient temperature during normal plant operation is 85 degrees F (ref.7.8). As the fluid in the lines upstream of these valves is normally stagnant, it is also assumed to be at 85 degrees F.  Therefore, the potential of thermally induced bonnet pressure increases is eliminated.  

Someti 'me after Containment Spray is initiated, the temperature of the valves may drop due to fluid traver *sing from the RWST (minimum temperature 350 F). Once these valves are closed, there is no requirement to reopen ( Ref. 7.3.19, page 6, final paragraph).  

Conclusions: 

Pressure locking is a not concern for SI-MOV-866A & 866B.  

Recommendations: None 

5.8 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-883 

SI-MO V-883 is the RHR pump recirculation valve to the RWST. Although Reference 7.5 indicates this valve has a bleed hole, no confirmation of its existence could be obtained, therefore, no credit was taken for its existence. The screening process determined a detailed PLTB evaluation was required.  

This valve is locked closed and de-energized during normal plant operation and RHR activities. In the event of a post-LOCA passive failure in the high head injection supply line (#60), SI-MO V-883 is opened to provide an alternate flow path from the VC sump to the suction of SI pump #32.  

5.8.1 Evaluation of Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MOV-883 

Since this valve is normally locked closed, it is subject to bonnet pressurization under varying conditions. One scenario is when the valve is subject to the discharge pressure of the RHR pumps while RHR is in service. This pressure is limited to the RHR suction relief valve (AC1836) setting of 480 (psig) plus the RHR pump head of 175 (psig), plus the elevation differences (Bonnet 480+175 +((94-33.5)/2.31)=681 psig). The other high pressure case is when it is subjected to RCS pressure back leakage through in-series check valves (SI-897A to D, and SI-838A to D), up to the setpoint of relief valves AC-733A and B (618 psig ref. 7.3.24) when RHR is not in service. The former is the bounding case, if you conservatively assume that gradual bonnet depressurization does not occur while the plant is moving to full power operation and during the SI and recirculation phases, post-LOCA. (This is in accordance with assumption #2.)
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5.8 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-883, continued.  

Before SI-MO V-883 is opened the following actions are taken: AC-MO V-744 is closed; SIMO V-885 A and B are opened (ref. 7.24), exposing the inlet of S-MOV-883 to containment pressure. Upon opening, the bonnet is therefore postulated to be pressurized to 681 psig, the upstream pressure is conservatively assumed to be 0 psig, and the downstream pressure is an empty RWST head minus the elevation difference of the valve and RWST ((81.0 33.5)12.3lpsift), 20.6 psig.  

Reference 7.106 calculates the thrust required to open the valve under these conditions to be 17,529 lbs. The actuator's motor capability at minimum voltage is 29,000 lbs (ref. 7.25).  Therefore, the actuator is capable of opening under the pressure conditions described above.  
5.8.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MOV-883 

The line in which SI-MO V-833 is located is always filled with water. There is a substantial run of piping between the RHR pump discharge line (#9) and the location of SI-MO V-883, in line #190. Consequently, if there is any RCS leakage into the RHR subsystem, that fluid is not expected to elevate the temperature of SI-MO V-883 above ambient.  

The valve will not experience any temperature fluctuations prior to opening. The fluid in SIMOV-883 and its vicinity is stagnant at the time the valve is opened, Consequently, it is anticipated to be at ambient temperature. In addition, the RHR pumps are not started until after valve SI-MOV-883 is opened. Therefore, the valve will not be exposed to RCS fluid from the containment sump, which may be as high as 256 degrees F, until after it has opened.  

Conclusions: 

Pressure locking of SI-MOV-883 is not a concern.  

Recommendations: 

Check for the presence of the disc valve cavity vent hole in the disc at the next Valve overhaul 
of SI-MOV-883.  

5.9 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-888A & B 

SI-MO V-888A and B are the low head to high head recirculation stop valves. The valves are containment isolation valves and are normally closed and energized during normal power operations, injection phase, and RHR cooling. They are opened during transfer to high head hot leg recirculation and high head cold leg recirculation in the event a Small Break LOCA.  Although it doesn't appear to be a part of the Design or Licensing basis, one other opening requirement mentioned in plant operating procedures (SOP-RHR-1 AND ONOP-RHR-1) is to support high head RHR cooling. The valves were fitted with IVSWS nitrogen supply to accomodate thermal expansion of water trapped in the bonnet (ref. 7.71).
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5.9 Pressure Locking Evaluation Of SI-MO V-888A & B, continued.  

Therefore, this may rule out the possibility of pressure locking. However, the following analysis documents the operational scenario in the event that nitrogen leaks from the IVSWS supply line.  

5.9.1 Evaluation of Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MO V-888A & B 

The maximum pressure the valves can be exposed to when closed, regardless of the scenario, is 624 psig. This is due to double in-series check valve (SI-897A to D, SI-838A to D) back leakage from the RCS, and is limited by the selpoint of relief valves SI-733A and SI7338 (618 psig, ref. 7.3.24), plus the differential elevation between SI-733A and SI-MO V-888A and B (6 psig). This assigns the bonnet pressure a value of 624 psig. When opened to support low to high head recirculation, the conditions described in reference 7.3.24, would be: 257 psig from the Recirculation pumps upstream with a pressure differential across the valves of 245 psid, therefore, the downstream pressure is 12 psig. The bounding case is the high head RHR scenario, because the RCS is vented, and the RHR pumps are secured prior to their opening. This case would result in 624 psig in the bonnet and 0 psig up and downstream.  

References 7.107 and 1.108 determined the calculated opening thrust requirements under the bounding pressure conditions described above is 9954 lbs. Although the opening thrust for both valves is limited by the valves' weak link (for 2000 cycles) to 11,234 lbs, for a one-time accident scenario, the actuator's motor capability at degraded voltage becomes the limit. The limits for SI-MOV-888A and 8888 are 12,045 and 12,668, respectively (ref. 7.51 and 7.52).  Therefore, the actuators are capable of opening against the postulated conditions.  
5.9.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MO V-888A & B 
The valves are located in the pipe penetration. In this room, the ambient temperature can be as high as 105 degrees F during normal operation as well as post LOCA (ref. 7.8, par. 3.19).  The ambient temperature of this area may rise to 165 degrees F during a High Energy Line Break (HELB), but these valves are not required to open during the HELB.  
The valves are closed at their ambient temperature prior to startup (ref. 7.109). This can be as high as 105 degrees F. During the injection phase of the LOCA, RWST water circulating in the line upstream of the valves will tend to cool them, reducing bonnet pressure. As the event continues, gradual reheating back to ambient temperature of 105 degrees F could occur, returning bonnet pressure to the original value. The bonnet temperature remains within the ambient range until the signal to open.  

ConclIusions: 

Due to actuator capabilities, stable (ambient) thermal conditions, and the IVSWS installation, it is concluded pressure locking is not a concern for SI-MO V-888A and 8888.  
Recommendations: None
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5.10 Pressure Locking Evaluation Of Si-MO V-899A, 8996, SI-MO V-746 and 747 
SI-MO V-746 and 747 have holes drilled in the downstream (RCS) discs, therefore this discussion will detail only Si-MO V-899A and 8996. These valves are open and energized during normal power operation, safety injection, low head recirculation and RHR (although one may be closed during RHR operations). The valves are closed, post-LOCA and post SI, to initiate high head cold leg or hot leg recirculation. If closed during high head cold leg recirculation, the Reference 7.28 procedure directs the operator to open 899A or 899B to establish low head recirculation if RCS pressure has decreased sufficiently.  

The in-series pairs of gate valves, MOV-746 & 899A, and MOV-747 & 899B, are not designed with the intent to ensure opening after ciosure while mitigating an accident. A failure to MCC36A or 36B will preclude one of each pair of valves from being operated. If any of these valves fails to open after post-LOCA high head recirculation has begun, then the HHSI pumps will continue to provide sufficient flow during cold leg recirculation. The HHSI pumps must be run to facilitate hot leg recirculation throughout long term post LOCA recovery, starting as soon as 14 hours after the initiation of the event. Therefore, failure to open these valves after post-LOCA closure is not a design basis concern.  

One of these valves may also be closed during normal RHR system operations, in order to limit heat removal from the RCS. An RHR pump would continue to run while the valve is being closed, such that the valve would close against the differential pressure due to the design leak-by from the closed upstream butterfly flow control valve, Isolation of an RHRHX is intended only for instances when normal manual control of the RHR, CCW and service water regulating valves can not sufficiently limit the heat removal rate of two RHRHXs. By the nature of this normal shutdown operation, isolation of a heat exchanger would be limited to cold shutdown, or during heatup in hot shutdown prior to removing RHR from service.  

5.10.1 Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking of SI-MO V-899A, 8996 
The valves' control mechanism has been modified to control valve closing via geared limit switches (i.e. position) to minimize seating forces. Thus, the motors are de-energized prior to the valves' discs wedging. Under static conditions (which would be expected in the event of a small break LOCA), motor inertia and valve momentum is enough to carry the valve disc to the seat, although they are not anticipated to wedge and seal. Under differential pressure conditions (expected during normal RHR operations), the frictional forces applied on the disc by the differential pressure is enough to prevent any wedging, and certainly any degree of sealing. The valves do not have any leak rate criteria associated with them. On this basis, pressure locking of these valves is precluded during RHR operations, and is unlikely in the post LOCA scenario. However, these valves are not required to reopen to mitigate the accident.
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5.10 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-899A, 8996, SI-MO V-746 and 747, continued.  
5.10.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking SI-MO V-899A, 899B 
The worst case accident conditions for thermally induced pressure locking occurs during a small break LOCA. At the time this event occurs, the valves will be in their normally open position. As no flow passes through the valves during normal operation or in the event of a small break LOCA, the fluid in their vicinity Will be at nominal containment ambient temperature, 102 degrees F. The valves remain open during safety injection, but are subsequently closed to support high head cold leg and hot leg recirculation. Following a small break LOCA, LHSI lines are stagnant and assumed to approach containment ambient temperature by the time the 899 valves are closed to support high head cold leg recirculation.  

During high head cold leg recirculation, the valves will not pressure lock because no increase in temperature will occur after their closure. In fact, containment temperature will gradually fall, as will the temperature of the valves and the static fluid in them. Following a large break LOCA, the 899 valves are not closed until hot leg recirculation is initiated, after which, they will not be re-opened.  

During normal RHIR operations, having RHR flow isolated removes the only heat source for the closed 899A or B. Therefore, thermally induced pressure locking is not a concern for this scenario.  

Conclusion: 

Pressure locking of these valves is not a concern for SI-MO V-899A, 89913.  

Recommendations: 

Examine the valves for the presence of a disc valve cavity vent hole in the disc at the next 
valve overhaul of SI-MO V-899A AND 8998. Consider providing a vent path if not provided.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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5.11 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-1835A AND 1835B 

The subject valves are normally closed and energized. There are two scenarios requiring them to perform their opening safety func tion.' These are the post-LOCA transfer from low head cold leg to hot leg recirculation and receipt of an SI signal.  

5.11.1 Hydraulically Induced Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-1835A AND 1835B 
Post -LOCA transfer low head cold to hot le-q recirculation 

The subject valves will only be closed post-LOCA if low head recirculation is successfully established so that the HHSI pump can be secured. Then, after 14 hours, the operators must begin the transfer to hot leg recirculation, which includes opening the 1835 valves. The maximum line pressure at the time of closure of these MOVs would be RCS pressure. The HHSI pumps are secured well before the 1835 valves are closed, so any residual pressure in the BIT header would relieve to the RCS. At the moment the 1835s are closed in this scenanio, the RCS pressure must be low enough for one low head recirculation pump or one RHR pump to inject at least 600 gpm into the RCS through 2 of 4 cold legs, while the other two flowpaths would draw at least as much flow. Considering that the shutoff head of these low head pumps is nominally 200 psig, the RCS pressure would have to be so low that it would clearly be bounded by the Si actuation case identified below, with respect to pressure locking.  

SI Actuation following LBLOCA 

Several accidents result in SI signal generation. The design basis LBLOCA results in the fastest RCS pressure decay, and corresponding lowest pressure in the HHSI branch lines. At the moment the LOCA occurs, the subject valves' bonnets are assumed to be pressurized to the relief valve (S1-855) setpoint of 1622 psig (+/- 3% of 1575 psig) (ref. 7.71). The pressure source is leakage from the RCS through the dual in-series check valves (SI-857s) forming the reactor coolant pressure boundary for the BIT injection lines. Upstream of the 1835 valves, the BIT and associated piping may also hold pressure up to the BIT inlet isolation valves (SI1852A&B), which are also normally closed and open upon receipt of an Si signal, but is conservatively assumed to hold only pressure up to the RWST head.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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5.11 Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-1835A AND 18356, continued.  

A Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) concurrent with the LOCA is the bounding case due to the larger delta pressure created across the two discs due to further RCS pressure decay while the emergency diesel generators are started and loaded. Reference 7.85 gives the RCS pressure decay profile under the limiting LOCA'(DECLG). Reference 7.110 provides the diesel loading sequence. The full operational sequence, in narrative form, is as follows: The LOCA and LOOP occur simoultaneously. The SI signal is given at time 0, but no equipment is actuated until the diesel generators are up and loaded on the bus. This occurs within 10 seconds. MCCs 36A and 366 are immediately loaded on the bus, which provides the signal for the 1835 valves to open. MOVATS diagnostic data on the valves shows that within .75 seconds after the signal, the valves begin to "crack" off their seats, equalizing pressure. The table below displays the pressure conditions at that time.  

LOOP and LOCA Concurrently 

LOCA Bonnet Downstream Upstream 
Event Time Pressure(Dsig) Pressure(Dsig) Pressure(osip) 

0 1622 1500 21 
10 (Diesel load start) 1622 940 21 10.75 (disc crack) 1622 900 21 
13 (SI pump start) 

LOCA Onl Scenario 

LOCA Bonnet Downstream Upstream Event Time Pressure(Dsig) Pressure(psip) Pressure(psici) 

0 1622 1500 21 .75 (disc crack) 1622 >1 500 21 3 (SI pump start) 1622 1200 21 

Clearly, the LOOP and LOCA concurrently creates the largest dP across the valve discs at the moment the actuator attempts to crack the valve disc. References 7.103 and 7.104 shows that the opening thrust requirement for this valve is 14,195 #. Since the diesel generators are running, full voltage is assumed to be present at the motor terminals., The same reference (7.103 and 7.104, above) shows, taking credit for the current packing load levels and a 2 sigma value for stem friction coefficient (ref. 7.111), both actuators present capability to be 16,926 lbs. This provides short term acceptability for hydraulically induced pressure locking.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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5.11 Pressure Locking Evaluation Of SI-MO V-1835A AND 1835B, continue d.  
5.11.2 Evaluation of Thermally Induced Pressure Locking Of SI-MOV-1835A AND 1835B 
Both valves are thermally insulated, and their maximum ambient temperature is 85 degrees F during plant operation (Ref. 7.8, par. 3.6). During routine operations and RHR cooling, the fluid in the valves and the general vicinity is stagnant and approximately at ambient room temperature. The temperature of the fluid passing through the valves after they have opened in response to a safety injection signal may be as cold as 35 degrees F, the minimum RWST water temperature. The Si pumps are secured prior to their closure, therefore, the pressure trapped in the bonnet could only be as high as the recirculation mode pressure of 242 (ref.  7.3.29) psig. The valves are insulated, inhibiting the thermal transfer of ambient temperatures into the valve bonnet.  

Although an exact heat transfer analysis would be preferred, a bounding case for thermal effects would be if the heat was transferred through the insulation and peaked the bonnet pressure/temperature at the moment the valve could be called upon to open. The clock would begin at the moment the valve would be closed, trapping 242 psig in the bonnet. The valve would be called upon to open at 14 hours into the event. The total temperature/pressure increase is 50 degrees at 23 psi/degree. Linearly divided in 1 hour increments to 14 hours, this results in 82 psi per hour pressure increase. At the same time, the bonnet is depressurizing at the rate of 60 psi/hour (ref. 7.99). In reality, since the valves would be closed for containment isolation sometime between 0 and 14 hours, this model may not be exact. However, since credit is not currently taken for the valve body insulation, the end result is that this pressure scenario, which applies only during the transfer to hot leg recirculation, is bounded by the hydraulically induced case. above (which applies to the initial SI actuation case).  

Conclusion 

The actuators are determined capable of opening the valves against the differential pressure 
conditions postulated above.  

Recommendations 

Consideration should be give to possible alternatives to provide extra margin for these two valves (SI-MOV-1835A and 18358). The valves cannot be modified to provide a valve cavity vent path to the downstream piping because they are containment isolation valves supplied with IVSWS. The remaining options are: 

1. Since the BIT has been retired in place, analyze the option of making the valves' normal position OPEN. This would require an NSE, and appropriate document changes, including Operations procedures, DBD and drawing updates.  

2. Upgrade the actuator capability (most likely through a motor upgrade, since a gearing change may cause the actuator to exceed desired stroke times). This may be the more expensive option due to the depth of electrical analysis required.
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6.0 THERMAL BINDING EVALUATIONS 

Th *e results of the initial screening for susceptibility to thermal binding per the criteria of Section 4.2 are shown on Table 2 which lists all power-operated, safety-related gate valves at IP3. Of the sixty-one (61) valves listed eight (8) were determined to require a detailed evaluation for thermal binding susceptibility. Those are: 

RC-MOV-535 SI-MO V-850A 
RC-MOV-536 SI-MOV-850C 
SI-MO V-746 SI-MO V-899A 
SI-MO V-747 SI-MO V-899B 

The detailed evaluations for the above listed valves are provided in the subsections below.  
6.1 Thermal Binding Evaluation of RC-MOV-535 & RC-MOV..536 

These valves are the PORV block valves. They are Velan, 3 inch, 15001b class, flexible wedge gate valves. They are normally open during power operation but may be closed to isolate a leaking PORV.  

For thermal binding evaluations, the Westinghouse Owners Group has developed additional criteria. for determining susceptibility based on temperature change. Per reference 7.97, for flexible wedge gate valves, only temperatures above 200'F and only temperature changes above I100 0F are considered significant for thermal binding.  

The worst case temperature condition for thermal binding occurs when the valves are required to close to isolate a leaking PORV and are subsequently required to open during plant cooldown prior to initiation of the Overpressure Protection System (OPS). The Pressurizer fluid temperature and valve fluid temperature may be as high as 669*F. The OPS arms at an RCS temperature of 3360F. Per Plant Operating Procedure POP-3.3, stroking of RC-MOV-535&536 via Test Procedure 3PT-CS28 is required prior to placing OPS in service, and is conducted with the RCS depressurized to between 800 and 1000 psig. At that RCS pressure range, the pressurizer temperature (and valve fluid temperature) can range from approximately 519OF to 545'F. Thus, the maximum differential temperature between closure to isolate a leaking PORV, and subsequent opening for OPS, is conservativly 6690F- 519OF = 150*F. This is greater than the WOG 100OF criteria and thus thermal binding of these valves cannot be ruled out.  

Although at this time the mechanisms for thermal binding are not completely understood, it is generally accepted that the contributing factors can be: 

1. Pinching of the disc by the valve body as it cools. This can result when the disc thermal expansion coefficient is less than that of the body, and/or when the valve body cools at a faster rate than the disc. The latter is considered to be the major cause. Because of the rigidity of solid wedge valve discs, they are more susceptible to thermal binding than the PORV block flexible wedge valves under consideration.
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8.1 Thermal Binding Evaluation of RC-MOV-535 & RC-MOV-536, continued.  
2. Thermal expansion of the disc into the vaive body. This can result whe n valve bonnet fluid temperature is significantly less than the temperature of the fluid flowing through the valve.  In the open position the disc is exposed to the cooler bonnet temperature and expands when closed. Insulation of the valve (as is the case for these valves) minimizes this effect.  
3. Valve body distortion from thermally induced piping loads. This is not considered significant for valves constructed under applicable nuclear codes, particularly the higher pressure class valves.  

4. Thermal expansion of the cooler portion of the stem after insertion into a hot valve. This wedges the disc tighter into the seat and increases the unwedging thrust requirement..  
At this time, except for item 4, quantification of the above thermal binding mechanisms is not readily achievable. Consequently the evaluation below is qualitative. The bounding stem thermal expansion condition was evaluated for these valves and combined with the postulated pressure locking condition. The pressure locking condition is discussed in Section 5.4.  
Although potential thermal, binding loads have not been quantified for these valves, acceptability for the current condition is considered justified based on the following: 
1 . The maximum differential temperature between closing and subsequent opening that these valves would experience is 150OF which, although exceeds the 100OF criteria limit, is not large.  

2. Based on an 18 plant survey done by the WOG PLTB Task Team, no occurrences of thermal binding of PORV block valves were reported over many years of operation.  Reference 7.87 indicates one case where thermal binding was reported. However, discussions between Mr. Ike Ezekoye (WOG PLTB Task Team Lead) and Dr. Earl Brown (NRC) revealed that the failed valve was a solid wedge gate valve which was subsequently replaced with a flexible wedge valve. Also, the affected plant was not a Westinghouse plant.  

3. The high conductivity of the steel used in the valve body and the gate, and the fact that the valves and adjacent piping are insulated, minimize temperature difference which may contribute to thermal binding.  

4. The valve body (ASTM-A182 Gr F316) and wedge (ASTM-A351 CF8) are both stainless steel having nearly identical thermal expansion coefficients. That would minimize any pinching effect on the wedge-on cooling.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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6.1 Thermal Binding Evaluation of RC-MOV-535 & RC-M0V4536, continued.  

5. The past performance history of these valves during plant cooldowns has been satisfactory even when their opening thrust capability was reduced because of the previously identified and corrected actuator drive sleeve/yoke interference problem. Since the time the valves were set up at their current high closing thrust levels, RC-MOV-536 was closed at normal operating pressure and temperature to isolate the leaking PORV, and was subsequently opened during cooldown just prior to the OPS arming temperature.  

Conclusion 

RC-MOV-535 and RC-MOV-536 are potentially susceptible to thermal binding but are considered acceptable in the current condition.  

Recommendations 

1. Evaluate procedure change to require stroking valves open (if dosed) at approximately 750F temperature decrease intervals during plant cooldown. This would eliminate the potential susceptibility.  

2. Evaluate application of motor-power monitoring methodology to obtain diagnostic data for these valves during plant cooldown. This would allow an assement of the capability margin for the motor to open the valves.  

3. Monitor and employ industry advances in analytical techniques to precisely quanitify thermal binding loads on the wedge, as they become available.  

(For presentation clarity, the rest of this page is left intentionally blank)
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6.2 Thermal Binding Evaluation of Sl-OV-746,4-47, -899A &.89913 

The subject valves are Velan, 8inch, 15001b class, bolted bonnet, flexible wedge gate valves and by definition are therefore susceptible to thermal binding. The in-series pairs of gate valves, MOV-746 & 899A, and MOV-747 & 899B, are the 32 and 31 RHR Heat Exchanger Outlet Isolation Valves respectively.  

These valves are open and energized during normal power operation, safety injection, low head recirculation and RHR (although one may be closed during RHR operations). The valves are closed, post-LOCA, to initiate high head cold leg or hot leg recirculation. If closed during high head cold leg recirculation, the Reference 7.28 procedure directs the operator to open one HX pair to establish low head recirculation if RCS pressure has decreased 
sufficiently.  

The subject valves are not designed with the intent to ensure opening after closure while mitigating an accident, as a failure of MCC-36A or 36B will preclude one of each pair of valves from being operated. If any of these valves fails to open after post-LOCA high head recirculation has begun, then the HHSI pumps will continue to provide sufficient flow during cold leg recirculation. The HHSI pumps must be run to facilitate hot leg recirculation throughout long term post LOCA recovery, starting as soon as 14 hours after the initiation of the event. Therefore, failure to open these valves after post-LOCA closure is not a design basis concern.  

One of these valves may also be closed during normal RHR system operations, in order to limit heat removal from the RCS. An RHR pump would continue to run while the valve is being closed, such that the valve would close against the differential pressure due to the design leak-by from the closed upstream butterfly flow control valve. Isolation of an RHRHX in this manner is intended only for instances when normal manual control of the RHR, CCW and service water regulating valves can not sufficiently limit the heat removal rate of two RHRHXs. By the nature of this normal shutdown operation, isolation of a heat exchanger would be limited to cold shutdown, or during heatup in hot shutdown prior to removing RHR from service.  

The valves' control mechanism has been modified to control valve closing via geared limit switches (i.e. position) to minimize seating forces. Thus, the motors are de-energized prior to the valves' discs wedging. Under static conditions (which would be expected in the event of a small break LOCA), motor inertia and valve momentum is enough to carry the valve disc to the seat, although they are not anticipated to wedge and seal. Under differential pressure conditions (expected during normal RHR operations), the frictional forces applied on the disc by the differential pressure is enough to prevent any wedging, and certainly any degree of sealing. The valves do not have any leak rate criteria associated with them. On this basis, thermal binding of these valves is precluded during normal RHR operations.
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6.2 Thermal Binding Evaluation of SI-MOV-746, -747, -899A &-899B, continued.  
The worst case accident conditions for thermal bi nding occurs during a small break LOCA. At the time this event occurs, the valves will be in their normally open position. As no (potentially cold RWST fluid) flow passes through the valves during normal operation or in the event of a small break LOCA, the fluid in their vicinity will be greater than or equal to the maximum normal containment ambient temperature, 102 degrees F (ref. 7.8). The valves remain open during the injection phase (while heating to some degree as containment temperature rises), but are subsequently closed to support high head cold leg recirculation. Following a large break LOCA, the valves are not closed until hot leg recirculation is initiated, after which, they will not be re-opened. In any case, following closure, the subject valves are not required to open for accident mitigation in accordance with their design basis.  

As previously stated, the valves are not wedged tightly, which can preclude thermal binding.  Although an analysis of the containment temperature profile for small break LOCA conditions has not been performed, the subject valves are not expected to undergo any significant cooling during that type of event, post closure. The valves are in close proximity to the RHR HXs, which will certainly minimize the cooling, if any. In addition, one pair of the valves would be required to be cycled open and closed to determine when RCS pressure has decreased sufficiently to facilitate low head recirculation (ref. 7.28, step 47). Combined, these effects and those presented above preclude the valves from thermally binding. Furthermore, long term core cooling can be acheived without re-opening these valves, post-LOCA.  

Conclusion 

Although susceptible by disc type, the design of the MOV closing control method, combined with the moderate and positive thermal influences, thermal binding of SI-MOV-746, 747 and SI-MO V-899A and 899B is not of concern.  

Rlecommendations: None.  

6.3 Thermal Binding Evaluatfon of SI-MO V-850A and SI-MO V-850C 
SI-MOV-850A and C are the #31 safety injection pump discharge isolation valves. They are Borg-Warner , 4 inch, stainless steel, 1500 lb class, pressure seal, flexible wedge gate valves.  

They are locked open with power disconnected at the motor control center during normal power operation, all modes of residual heat removal, and safety injection. They may be reenergized and closed during low head recirculation to establish containment isolation. The valves would be reopened during the transfer from cold leg recirculation to hot leg recirculation.  

These valves are located outside containment. During normal operating and accident conditions, they are exposed to a maximum ambient temperature of 85 degrees F (ref. 7.8, table 3.12). Fluid temperatures may be as high as 256 degrees F while the valves are open during hot leg recirculation (ref. 7.8) . Since the 200F screening criteria may be exceeded, a detailed thermal binding evaluation was determined to be necessary.
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6.3 Thermal Binding Evaluation Of Si-MO V-850A and SI-MOV-85oC, continued.  

During safety injection, the temperature of the fluid supplied from the RWST may range frm approximately 35F to 120F (design temp, ref. 7.8). Thus during closure of these valves after termination of safety injection and establishment of cold leg recirculation, the valve temperatures will not exceed 120F. Several hours later, when the valves are required to open to transfer from cold leg to hot leg recirculation, the valves and the fluid at the valves will be at ambient temperature (maximum of 85F). The low temperature at closure, and the relatively minor temperature difference between closure and opening are both well within the Reference 7.97 temperature limits for thermal binding susceptibility.  

Conclusion 

Thermal binding is not a concern for Si-MO V-850A and SI-MO V-850C.  

Recommendations 

None.  
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7.0 References 

7.1 NYPA position paper Report No: COM-RPT-00009, Rev. 0 "GL 89-10 Evaluation of Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding Guidelines" (This position paper is being finalized, comments provided to WPO).  

7.2 Valve Assembly Drawings (related valve tags shown in parenthesis):

7.2.1 IP3V-422-0039 Rev 2 
7.2.2 IP3V-1 12-6.6-0013 Rev A 
7.2.3 IP3V-123-6.8-0004 Rev A 
7.2.4 IP3V-123-0005 Rev 1 
7.2.5 IP3V-123-6.8-0014 Rev A 
7.2.6 1IP3V-1 16-0022 Rev 3 

IP3V-116-176 Rev 1 
7.2.7 IP3V-422-0074 Rev 0A-0 
7.2.8 IP3V-116-0178 Rev 1 

1P3V- 116-0177 Rev 1 
7.2.9 IP3V-1 16-6.8-0034 Rev 1 
7.2.10 IP3V-20-0020 Rev 2 
7.2.11 IP3V-70-0002 Rev 2 
7.2.12 IP3V-20-6.8-0017 Rev 1 
7.2.13 IP3V-422-6.6-0037 Rev 1 
7.2.14 IP3V-422-6.6-0002 Rev 1 
7.2.15 IP3V-123-6.8-0009 Rev 1 
7.2.16 IP3V-123-0031 Rev 1 
7.2.17 IP3V-305-0023 Rev 1 
7.2.18 IP3V-70-0003 Rev 2 
7.2.19 IP3V-123-0033 Rev 1 
7.2.20 IP3V-123-6.8-0020 Rev 1 
7.2.2 1 IP3V-123-0008 Rev 2 
7.2.22 IP3V-20-0002 Rev 2 
7.2.23 IP3V-123-6.8-0010 Rev A 
7.2.24 IP3V-123-0013 Rev 1 
7.2.25 IP3V-422-6.6-0003 Rev 1 
7.2.26 IP3V-123-6.8-0011 Rev A 
7.2.27 IP3V-20-6.8-0001 Rev A 
7.2.28 IP3V-123-6.8-0007 Rev A 

7.2.29 IP3V-123-6.8-0012 Rev 2

(AC-FCV-625 and AC-MO V-789) 
(AC-MOV-730, 731) 
(AC-MO V.743) 
(AC-MO V-744) 

(SI-MO V-889A, 88913; Sl-MOV-745A, 745B) 
(AC MOV-769, 797) 

(AC-MO V-784, 786) 
(AC-MO V-822A & B) 

(BFD-MOV-2-31, 32) 
(CH-MOV-222, CH-LCV-112B, 112C) 
(OH-MO V-205, 226) 
(CH-MOV-333) 
(RC-MOV-535, 536) 
(SI-MOV-746, 747) 
(SI-MOV-866A, B) 
(Sl-MOV-885A, B) 
(SP-MOV-990A, B) 
(SI-MO V-850A, C) 
(Sl-MOV-851A, B) 
(S I-MO V-882) 
(SI-MO V.883) 
(SI-MOV-887A, B) 
(SI-MOV-888A, B) 
(SI-MO V-894A thru D) 
(SI-MOV-899A, B) 
(SI-MOV-1802A, B) 
(SI-MO V.1810) 
(SI-MOV-1835A, B; 
(SI-MOV-1852A, B) 
(SI-MO V-1869A, B)

7.3 B&W Nuclear Technologies' differential pressure calculations: 

7.3.0 32-1200118-02, Rev 02 
01FF PRESS ANALYSIS METHOD FOR INDIAN POINT 3 

7.3.1 32-1206501-01, Rev 01 
AC-FCV-625 & AC-MO V-789 D1FF. PRESS. CALCULATION
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7.3.2 32-1206502-01, Rev 01 
AC-MOV-730 & AC-MOV-731 DIFF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.3 32-1200109-02, Rev 02 
AC-MOV-1870 & AC-MOV-743 DIFF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.4 32-1200112-02, Rev 02 
AC-MOV-744 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.5 32-1200113-01, Rev 01 
AC-MOV-745A & B DIFF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.6 32-1206503-02, Rev 02 
AC-MOV-769 & 797 DIFF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.7 32-1206504-02, Rev 02 
AC-MO V-784 & 786 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.8 32-1206505-01, Rev 01 
AC-MO V-822A & B DIFF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.9 32-1206506-01, Rev 01 
BFD-MOV-2-31 & 2-32 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.10 32-1206507-01, Rev 01 
CH-LCV-112B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.11 32-1206508-01, Rev 01 
CH-LC V-i112C 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.12 32-1206509-01, Rev 01 
CH-MOV-205 & 206 01FF PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.13 32-1206510-01, Rev 01 
CH-MOV-222 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.14 32-1206512-01, Rev 01 
CH-MOV-333 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.15 32-1206515-02, Rev 02 
RC-MOV-535 & 536 DIFF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.16 32-1200117-02, Rev 02 
SI-MO V-746, 747, 899A & B 01FF PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.17 32-1200116-03, Rev 03 
SI-MOV-850A & C 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 
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7.3.18 1P3-CALC-SI-01423, Rev 0 
SI-MO V-851A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.19 32-1206516-02, Rev 02 
SI-MO V-866A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.20 32-1200119-03, Rev 03 
SI-MOV-882 01FF PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.2 1 32-1200120-03, Rev 03 
SI-MO V-883 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.22 32-1200122-03, Rev 03 
SI-MO V-885A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.23 32-1200108-03, Rev 03 
SI-MO V-887A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.24 32-1200124-02, Rev 02 
SI-MO V-888A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.25 32-1200125-03, Rev 03 
SI-MO V-889A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.26 32-1200115-02, Rev 02 
SI-MOV-894AB0CD DIFF PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.27 32-1200126-03, Rev 03 
SI-MOV-1802A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.28 32-1200107-03, Rev 03 
SI-MOV-1810 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.29 32-1200110-02, Rev 02 
SI-MOV-1852A & B, 1835A & B 01FF PRESS CALCULATION 

7.3.30 32-1200114-01, Rev 01 
SI-MOV-1869A & B 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.3.31 32-1206518-01, Rev 01 
SP-MOV-990A & B & 994A 01FF. PRESS. CALCULATION 

7.4 PFMV-22A Rev. 0, dated effective 11/5/93 
Inservice Testing Program Plan #4.  

7.5 WEDCO Corp.'s General Inspection Report for Field Job Order (FJO) 628, dated 7/9/74.
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7.0 REFERENCES (Continued): 

7.6 Letter from Mr. Fred Burgaller of GUYON Fabricating Division dated May 6, 1974 to Mr. Roseborough of WEDGO Corp. Subject: confirming disc hole 
drilling in 885A MOV.  

7.7 WEDCO Corp.'s General Inspection Report for Field Job Order (FJO) 628A, 
dated 12/3/74.  

7.8 B&W Nuclear Technologies Document 51-1224659-00, Rev. 0, "1P3 GL 89-10 
MOV OPERATING CONDITIONS".  

7.9 IP3-CALC-RCS-00977 Rev 2 "GL 89-10 MOV Program RCS/Reactor Coolant 
System Thrust and Torque Limits for RC-MOV-535" 

7.10 IP3-CALC-RCS-00978 Rev 2 "GL 89-10 MOV Program RCS/Reactor Coolant 
system Thrust and Torque Limits for RC-MOV-536" 

7.11 NYPA - Indian Point 3 Technical Specification Volume 1, dated 1/15/88.  

7.12 NYPA Indian Point 3 System Operating Procedure SOP-CB-1i1 Rev 3 Dated 
6/22/92 "Non-Automatic Containment Isolation" 

7.13 Drawing 9321-F-27503 Rev. 29 "Flow Diagram Safety Injection System. Sheet 
2"f 

7.14 IC-PC-N-T- 11 16S Rev 0 dated 10/15/93 "Periodic Calibration Procedure 
Refueling Water Storage Tank Temperature Control".  

7.15 NYPA - Indian Point 3 Emergency Operating Procedure E-0 Revision 7 
"Reactor Trip or Safety Injection" 

7.16 NYPA - Indian Point 3 System Description 10.1 Rev 1, dated 12/88 

7.17 NYPA - Indian Point 3 Calculation IP3V-CALC-SI-01057 Rev. 0 'Thrust and 
Torque Limits SI-MO V-1835A" 

7.18 NYPA - Indian Point 3 Calculation IP3V-CALC-Sl-01060 Rev. 07'hrust and 
Torque Limits SI-MO V-1835B3" 

7.19 NYPA - Indian Point 3 FSAR Chapter 14, table 14.3-3 Revision 2 dated 7/90.  
7.20 NYPA - Indian Point 3 FSAR Chapter 14, figure 14.3-13 Revision 2 dated 7/90.  
7.21 Nuclear Safety Evaluation No. NSE 86-03-150 SIS Rev. 0 dated 10/15/93.  

7.22 NYPA-1P3 SOP-RP-20 Revision 8 dated 4/4/91 "Draining The Refueling Cavity"
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7.0 REFERENCES (Continued): 

7.23 UE&C Drawing 9321-F-55153 Revision 12 "Primary Auxiliary Building Restraint 
&Support Design Lines 9 Sheet 1, 190 & 654; for Consolidated Edison *Co., 

Indian Point Generating Station Unit 3" 

7.24 NYPA-1P3 Procedure ONOP-ES-3 Revision 4 "Passive Failures During 
Recirculation".  

7.25 NYPA - 1P3 Calculation IP3 V-CALC-SI-01 090 Rev. 1 'Thrust and Torque Limits 
SI-MO V-883" 

7.26 NYPA-1P3 Technical Services Procedure (TSP)-01 I Revision 6, dated 9/10/93.  

7.27 NYPA-1P3 Calculation 1P3-CALC-RHR-01029 Revision 1 "Thrust and Torque 
Limits AC-MO V-744" 

7.28 NYPA-1P3 Procedure ES-1.3 Rev. 77'ransfer to Cold Leg Recirculation" dated 
7-10-92 

7.29 Westinghouse Electric Co - 1P3 "Elementary Wiring Diagram" Drawing 
500B971 Sheet 110 Rev. 15, Sheet 113 Rev. 13, Sheet 117 Rev. 15, Sheet 
127 Rev. 5, Sheet 132A Rev. 7 

7.30 SI-MO V-888A MOV DPD Test Data Sheets Work Order Number 91-33507-01 
dated 6/8/92 

7.31 SI-MO V-888B MOV DID Test Data Sheets Work Order Number 91-33508-01 
dated 6/8/92 

7.32 SI-MO V-1870 MOV DP Test Data Sheets Work Order Number 91-33415-03 
dated 6/6/92 

7.33 SI-MOV-743 MOV DPD Test Data Sheets Work Order Number 91-33398-01 
dated 6/6/92 

7.34 NYPA-1P3 Calculation 1P3-CALC-RHR-01087 Revision 1, "Thrust and Torque 
Limits AC-MO V-743" 

7.35 Memorandum IP-TCS-94-210 dated May 5, 1994 from P. Adamo. Subject: 
MOV, Minutes of Meeting of 4/21/94 

7.36 Memorandum IP-TCS-94-211 dated May 5, 1994 from P. Adamo. Subject: 
MOV, Minutes of Meeting of 5/3/94 

7.37 NYPA-1P3 "Design Basis Document for the Feedwater System" document 
number IP3-DBD-317 Revision 0.  

7.38 NYPA-1P3 Calculation 1P3-CALC-CVCS-01 043. Revision 0, "Thrust and Torque 
Limits CH-LC V-i 1213"
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7.39 NYPA-1P3 procedure SOP-CVCS-2 Revision 11. Dated July 01, 1993 

7.40 NYPA-1P3 Drawing 932 1-F-52533 Revision 5 "Primary Auxiliary Building 
Restraint and Support Design Lines 200, 203 & 207".  

7.41 NYPA-1P3 Drawing 9321-F-52583 Revision 7 "Primary Auxiliary Building 
Restraint and Support Design Lines 205 & 206".  

7.42 Westinghouse Drawing 684J950 Revision OR Dated 6/16/69 "Indian Point Plant 
2&3 Volume Control Tank".  

7.43 NYPA-1P3 Procedure ES-1.4 Rev. 7 'Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation" dated 
7-7-92 

7.44 NYPA-1P3 System Description No. 10.1 "Safety Injection System" Revision 1 
dated 12/88.  

7.45 NYPA-1P3 Final Safety Report, Volume 10, Section 14.3, "3.0 (inches) Small Brake LOCA RCS Pressure" Figure Number 14.3-53 Revision 3, dated July 
1993.  

7.46 NYPA-1P3 Final Safety Report, Volume 10, Section 14.3, "HHSI Flow Rate" 
Figure Number 14.3-51 Revision 3, dated July 1993.  

7.47 NYPA-1P3 Calculation IP3-CALC-Sl-01007 Revision 2 'Thrust and Torque 
Limits SI-MO V-899A" 

7.48 NYPA-1P3 Calculation IP3-CALC-S-010 Revision 2 "Thrust and Torque 
Limits SI-MO V-899B3" 

7.49 NYPA-1P3 Calculation 1P33-CALC-S-O1 120 Revision 1 "Thrust and Torque 
Limits Sl-MOV-851A" 

7.50 NYPA-1P3 Calculation IP3-CALC-SI-01056 Revision 0 Thrust and Torque Limits SI-MOV-851 B" 

7.51 NYPA-1P3 Calculation 1P3-CALC-Sl-01 108 Revision 0 'Thrust and Torque 
Limits Sl-MOV-888A" 

7.52 NYPA-1P3 Calculation IP3-CALC-SI-01055 Revision 1 "Thrust and Torque 
Limits Sl-MOV-888B" 

7.53 NYPA-1P3 Logic Diagrams Safeguard Actuation Sheet 1 Drawing 5651D72 
Sheet 12 Revision 10 

7.54 NYPA-l P3 Logic Diagrams Safeguard Actuation Drawing 5651 D72 Sheets 12A 
Revision 1
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7.55 NYPA-1P3 Logic Diagrams Safeguard Sequence Sheet 1 Drawing 565ID72 
Sheet 8 Revision 8 

7.56 NYPA-1P3 Logic Diagrams Safeguard Sequence Sheet 2 Drawing 5651 D72 
Sheet 8A Revision 2 

7.57 NYPA-1P3 Logic Diagrams Safeguard Sequence Sheet 3 drawing 5651 D72 
Sheet 863 Revision 4 

7.58 NYPA-1P3 Calculation IP3-CALC-SI-01085 Revision 1 "Thrust and Torque 
Limits SI-MO V-866A" 

7.59 NYPA-lP3 Calculation IP3-CALC-Sl-01086 Revision 2 'Thrust and Torque 
Limits SI-MO V-866B" 

7.60 B&W Nuclear Technologies "MOV Evaluations & Limiting Components Valve 
Tag Sl-MOV-866A" Calculation 32-1229488-00 Revision 00 dated 3/31/94.  

7.61 B&W Nuclear Technologies "MOV Evaluations & Limiting Components Valve 
Tag Sl-MOV-866B3" Calculation 32-1229489-00 Revision 00 dated 3/31/94.  

7.62 NYPA-1P3 Calculation lP3-CALC-Sl-01078 Revision 1 'Thrust and Torque 
Limits SI-MO V-850A" 

7.63 NYPA-1P3 Calculation IP3-CALC-SI-01088 Revision 1 'Thrust and Torque 
Limits SI-MO V-850C" 

7.64 "Safety Evaluation Report by the Directorate of Licensing U.S. Atomic Energy 
Commission in the Matter of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit Number 3, Docket Number 50-286" 

7.65 NYPA Indian Point 3 Emergency Operating Procedure ECA - 1.1, Rev. 6, "Loss 
of Emergency Coolant Recirculation" 

7.66 NYPA Indian Point 3 Emergency Operating Procedure ECA - 1.2, Rev. 4, 
"LOCA Outside Containment" 

7.67 NYPA Indian Point 3 Emergency Operating Procedure E-1, Rev. 6 "Loss of 
Reactor or Secondary Coolant" 

7.68 NYPA Indian Point 3 SOP-RCS-2, Rev 7, "Pressurizer Pressure Control".  

7.69 Indian Point 3 Procedure SOP-RHR-1 Rev. 12, "Residual Heat Removal 
System Operation", dated 3/11/94
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7.70 Indian Point 3 Procedure SOP-RHR-2 Rev. 3, "Residual Heat Removal via High 
Head Injection", dated 5/7/94 

7.71 Indian Point 3 Design Basis Document, Safety Injection System 

7.72 Indian Point 3 Design Basis Document, Residual Heat Removal System 

7.73 Indian Point 3 Design Basis Document, Component Cooling Water/Spent Fuel 
Pit Cooling System 

7.74 Indian Point 3 Design Basis Document, Chemical and Volume Control System 

7.75 Indian Point 3 Design Basis Document, Main Boiler Feedwater 

7.76 NYPA's Report Number COM-RPT-00002 Rev.0 dated 3/8/94 "Position On 
Criteria for Establishing Motor Operated Valve Stem Thrust Requirements for 
NRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-10" 

7.77 NYPA Inter-Office Memorandum FM-93-275 dated October 14, 1993 from F. W.  Martsen to S. Munoz. Subject: Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant; NRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-10 MOV Program Sl-MOV-885A and SI-MOV-885B.  

7.78 NYPA Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant Letter Number IPN-94-060 dated 
May 13, 1994 from L. M. Hill to US NRC Document Control Desk; Subject: 
Docket 50-286, MOV Program Status.  

7.79 Altran Corporation Calculation 93162-C-01, Revision 1, "Operability Evaluation 
of an 8" Class 1500 Velan Gate Valve Fig. No. 8"1315-354-B3-13MS(MO) IP3 MOV Nos.Sl-MOV-746; 747; 899A; 899B3".  

7.80 WCAP-12269, "Containment Margin Improvement Analysis for Indian Point Unit 
3", Westinghouse Electric Corporation, dated May 1989.  

7.81 NUREG-1275, Vol. 9 "Operating Experience Feedback Report-Pressure Locking 
and Thermal Binding of Gate Valves", Date Published: March 1993 

7.82 Generic Letter 89-10, "Safety-R elated Motor-Operated Valve Testing and 
Surveillance", dated June 28, 1989.  
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7.83 Supplement 6, Generic Letter 89-10, "Information on Schedule and Grouping, and Staff Responses to Additional Public Questions", dated March 8, 1994.  
7.84 Indian Point 3, Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, section 4.3.4, Rev. 3, dated 7/94.  

7.85 Indian Point 3, Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Figure 14.3-15, Rev. 2, dated 7/90.  

7.86 ENG 540, Rev. 2, SI-MO V-885B Bonnet Vent Valve Test.  

7.87 NRC Report AEOD/S92-07, "Special Study Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of Gate Valves", December 1992.  

7.88 Supplement 6, NRC Generic Letter 89-10, "Information on Schedule and Grouping, and Staff Responses to Additional Public Questions", March 8, 1994.  

7.89 NRC Generic Letter 95-07, "Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of SafetyRelated Power-Operated Gate Valves", August 17, 1995.  

7.90 INPO SOER 84-07 

7.91 NYPAIIP3 Report No. 1P3-MULT-01 160 Rev.0, "Evaluation of Generic Letter 8910 Motor Operated Valves for Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding", 
10/15/94.  

7.92 NYPAIIP3 Report No. 1P3-MULT-01445 Rev.0, "Evaluation of Generic Letter 8910 Motor Operated Valves for Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding During Surveillance Testing", 3/25/95.  

7.93.NRC Motor-Operated Valve Inspection Docket/Report No. 50-286/95-01, March 7, 1995.  

7.94 1P3 Technical Services Systems Engineering Memorandum ISEM-95-059, Supplemental Evaluation of Pressure Locking Suscepibility for SI-MO V-888A and B, 4/10/95.  

7.95 NYPA letter IPN-95-105, regarding Sixty-Day Response to GL 95-07, dated October 16, 1995.  

7.96 NYPM/P3 Report No. 1P33-MULT-01637 Rev.0, "Evaluation of Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding for Non-MOV, Power-Operated, Safety-Related Gate Valves for Generic Letter 95-07", 11/7/95.
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7.97 Westinghouse Owners' Group letter ESBUIWOG-95-387, Generic Temperature 
and Pressure Screening Criteria for Valves Susceptible to PLTB (MHUP-6o5o), 
dated Dec. 6, 1995.  

7.98 NYPA Calc. JAF-CALC-CSP-02264, Rev.0 

7.99 ESBU-WOG-96-022, Attachment 10. Westinghouse Owners Group report 
including CornEd--Bonnet Valve Bonnet Depressurization Rates 

7.100 ESBU-WOG-96-022, Attachment 10. Shell for pressure locking evaluation.  

7.101 IP3-CALC-SI-01 770, Pressure locking analyis of 81-MOV-851A 

7.102 IP3-CALC-Sl-01771, Pressure locking analyis of SI-MOV-851B 

7.103 1P3-CALC-Sl-01772, Pressure locking analyis of SI-MOV-1835A 

7.104 1P3-CALC-Sl-01773, Pressure locking analyis of SI-MO V-1835B 

7.105 1P3-CALC-RHR-01769, Pressure locking analyis of AC-MO V-743 

7.106 IP3-CALC-Sl-017XX, Pressure locking analyis of SI-MO V-883 

7.107 IP3-CALC-Sl-01 775, Pressure locking ana lyis of SI-MOV-888A 

7.108 IP3-CALC-SI-01 776, Pressure locking analyis of SI-MOV-888B 

7.109 Surveillance testing of SI-MOV-888A and 888B, 3PT-CS14A/B 

7.110 Raytheon Report no. 9780.001 "Evaluation of the EDG Units for their Transient 
Performance Capability to Ensure Safe Operation of IP3" 

7.111 IP3-CALC-SI-01 777, Statistical Analysis of Static Stem Friction Coefficients.  

7.112 1P3-CALC-Sl-01537. Sl-MOV-899B's Actuator Capability to be 176977 lbsf 
(closing). This corresponds to a dP of 3142 psid, with a valve factor of .972.  

7.113 Altran Calculation 95-101-C-10. The Appendix R, 'Hot Short" analysis shows 
the SI-746, 747, 899A and 899B valves' T-head" to be capable of 222,000 lbsf, during an opening stroke.  

7.114 1P3-CALC-Sl-01783, Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-850A 

7.115 IP3-CALC-RC-01717, Pressure Locking Evaluation of RC-MOV-535 
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7.116 1P3-CALC-RC-01718, Pressure Locking Evaluation of RC-MOV-536 

7.117 "User's Guide for PRESLOCK, A Gate Valve Pressure Locking Analysis Program Using the Commonwealth Edison Model', Revision 0, January 2, 1996.  
7.118 ESBU-WOG-96-022, Attachment 4. Shell for thermal binding evaluation.  
7.119 Memo RET-96-045, J. Bretti to K. Eslinger on Risk Significance of AC-MO V-743 Failure to Open 

7.120 Memo RET-96-034, F. Gumble to F. Martsen, Post-Accident Containment 
Temperature 

7121 1P3-CALC-Sl-01784, Pressure Locking Evaluation of SI-MO V-850C 
7.122 Altran Calculation 96-106-C-1, determining entrapped bonnet fluid temperature 

rise for AC-MO V-744 

7.123 1P3-CALC-RHR-01782, Pressure locking analyis of AC-MO V-744



GATE VALVE ID VALVE FUNCTION DISC TYPE SUSC. DISC NORMAL SAFETY-RLTD DISC HOLE DETAILED PL 

TYPE POSITION OPEN STROKE? OR VENT? EVAL REQD ? 

1 AC-FCV-625 RCP Return Control flex wdg Y 0 N N N 

2 AC-MOV-730 RHR Loop Inlet Stop dbl disc Y C Y N y 

3 AC-MOV-731 RHR Loop Suction Isol dbl disc Y C Y Y N 
4 AC-MOV-743 RHR Pump Miniflow Isol dbl disc y 0 Y N Y 
5 AC-MOV-744 RHR Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc Y 0 Y N Y 
6 AC-MOV-745A RHR HX #32 Inlet Isol dbl disc Y 0 N Y N 

7 AC-MOV-745B RHR HX #32 Inlet Isol dbl disc y 0 N y N 
8 AC-MOV-769 CC Isol to RCP flex wdg V 0 N N N 
9 AC-MOV-784 RCP CCW Return 1st Isol flex wdg V 0 N N N 
10 AC-MOV-786 RCP CCW Return 2nd Isol flex wdg Y 0 N N N 
11 AC-MOV-789 CC Isol From RCP flex wdg Y 0 N N N 
12 AC-MOV-797 CC to RCP Isol flex wdg V 0 N N N 
13 AC-MOV-822A #31 RHR Hx CCW Outlet Isol solid wdg N C N/A N/A N 
14 AC-MOV-822B #32 RHR Hx CCW Outlet Isol solid wdg N C N/A N/A N 
15 BFD-MOV-2-31 Boiler Feed Pump Dschrg Isol flex wdg Y -0 N N N 
16 BFD-MOV-2-32 Boiler Feed Pump Dschrg Isol flex wdg V 0 N N N 
17 CH-LC V-i 12B MWST Supply Charge spit wdg Y C N N N 
18 CH-LC V-I 12C VCT Outlet splt wdg V 0 N N N 
19 CH-MOV-205 Charging Line Containment Isol flex wdg Y 0 N N N 
20 CH-MOV-222 Seal Leakoff Return Isol spit wdg V 0 N N N 
21 CH-MOV-226 Charging Line Containment Isol flex wdg V 0 N N N 
22 CH-MOV-333 Emergency Boration splt wdg Y C V V N 
23 RC-MOV-535 PORV Block Valve flex wdg Y 0/C Y N V 
24 RC-MOV-536 PORV Block Valve flex wdg V 0/C Y N Y 
25 SI-MOV-746 RHR Hx Outlet Injection Isol flex wdg Y 0 V V N 
26 SI-MOV-747 RHR Hx Outlet Injection Isol flex wdg y 0 V V N 
27 SI-MOV-850A #31 SI Pump Outlet Isol flex wd9 y 0 y N Y 
28 SI-MOV-850C #31 SI Pump Outlet Isol flex wdg V 0 V N V 
29 SI-MOV-851A #32 SI Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc V 0 Y N V 
30 SI-MOV-851 B #32 SI Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc V 0 Y N Y 
31 SI-MOV-866A Ctmnt Spray Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc Y C Y N V 
32 SI-MOV-866B Ctmnt Spray Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc Y C V NV 
33 SI-MOV-882 RHR Pump Suction Stop dbl disc V 0 N V N 
34 Sl-MOV-883 RHR Pump Recirc to RWST dbl disc V C Y N V 
35 SI-MOV-885A Containment Sump Stop dbl disc V C V V N 
36 Sl-MOV-885B Containment Sump Stop - dbl disc V C V V N
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ATT T ,1 NYPA REPORT 1P3-RPT-MULT4J1763

GATE VALVE ID VALVE FUNCTION DISC TYPE SC.DISC NORMAL SAFETY-RLTD DISC HOLE DETAILED PL 
37P SPOSITION7 SIE PumpKE #32 Suctio StopRE 

38 SI-MOV-887A SI Pump #32 Suction Stop spit wdg -Y0 yN 38 Sl-MOV-887B Hi Pum Head InuRcirc Stop dblt d Y0 N 40 SI-MOV-888A High Head Inj. Recirc: Stop dbl disc Y yNy 

46 SI-MOV-894A Accumulator Tank34 Discharge dbl disc Y0NNN 

52 SI-MOV-894ABon Inumlao Tank3 utset ars e dbl disc Y0NNN 

58 SI-MOV-99A RecrcH utlnjemtSon Iso flex wdg Y0 N
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NT 1, NYPA REPORT 1P3-RPT-MULT-01763

GATE VALVE ID VALVE FUNCTION DISC TYPE SUSC. DISC SAFETY-RLTD MAX FLUID MAX FLUID DETAILED TB 
____ TYPE OPEN STROKE? TEMP (F) TEMP > 200 (F) EVAL REOD? 1 AC-FCV-625 RCP Return Control flex wdg Y N N/A N N 2 AC-MOV-730 RHR Loop Inlet Stop dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 3 AC-MOV-731 RHR Loop Suction Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 4 AC-MOV-743 RHR Pump Miniflow Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 5 AC-MOV-744 RHTR Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 6 AC-MOV-745A RHR HX #32 Inlet Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 7 AC-MOV-745B RHR HX #32 Inlet Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N.  8 AC-MOV-769 CC Isol to RCP flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 9 AC-MO V-784 RCP CCW Return 1st Isol flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 10 AC-MOV-786 RCP CCW Return 2nd Isol flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 11 AC-MOV-789 CC Isol From RCP flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 12 AC-MOV-797 CC to RCP Isol flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 13 AC-MOV-822A #31 RHR Hx CCW OutletlIsol solid wdg Y y 160 N N 14 AC-MOV-822B #32 RHR Hx CCW Outlet Isol solid wdg Y y 160 N N 15 BFD-MOV-2-31 Boiler Feed Pump Dschrg Isol flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 16 BFD-MOV-2-32 Boiler Feed Pump Dschrg Isol flex wdgq Y N N/A N/A N 17 CH-LC V-i 12B RWST Supply Charge spit wdg N N/A N/A N/A N 18 CH-LC V-i 12C VCT Outlet spit wdg N N/A N/A N/A N 19 CH-MOV-205 Charging Line Containment Isol flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 20 CH-MOV-222 Seal Leakoff Return Isol spit wdg N N/A N/A N/A N 21 CH-MOV-226 Charging Line Containment Isol flex wdg Y N N/A N/A N 22 CH-MOV-333 Emnergency Bora-tion splt wdg N N/A N/A N/A N 23 RC-MOV-535 PORV Block Valve flex wdg Y 0/C 669 y Y 24 RC-MOV-536 PORV Block Valve flex wdg Y 0/C 669 Y Y 25 SI-MOV-746 RHR Hx Outlet Injection Isol flex wdg Y y 350 Y y 26 SI-MOV-747 RHR Hx Outlet Injection sol flex wdg Y y 350 y y 27 SI-MOV-850A #31 SI Pump Outlet Isol flex wdg Y y 256 y y 28 SI-MOV-850C #31 SI Pump Outlet [Sol flex wdg Y y 256 y y 29 SI-MOV-851A #32 SI Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 30 SI-MOV-851 B #32 SI Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 31 SI-MOV-866A Ctmnnt Spray Pump Outlet Isol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 3 ,2 SI-MOV-866B Ctmnt Spray Pump Outlet sol dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 3.3 SI-MOV-882 RHR Pump Suction Stop dbl disc NN/A N/A N/A N 34 SI-MOV-883 RHR Pump Recirc to RWST dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 35 SI-MOV-885A Containment Sump Stop dbl disc N N/A N/A N/A N 36 SI-MOV-885B Containment Sump Stop dbl disc N J N/A N/A N/A N
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ATTACHMENT III TO IPN-96-091

NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY SUPPORTING CALCULATIONS 

FOR RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

REGARDING GENERIC LETTER 95-07 

For response to Question 2: 

P3-CALO-SI-Ol 772, Rev. 0; "SI-MOV-1835A Pressure Locking Analysis" 

1P3-CALC-SI-01,773, Rev. 0; "SI-MOV-1835B3 Pressure Locking Analysis" 

IP3-CALC-SI-01 057, Rev. 0; "Thrust and Torque Limits for SI-MOV-1 835A" 

P3-CALO-SI-Ol 060, Rev. 0; "Thrust and Torque Limits for SI-MOV-1 835A" 

For response to Question 3: 

P3-CALO RC 01717, Rev. 0; "RC-MOV-535 Pressure Locking Analysis" 

IP3-CALC-RC-01718, Rev. 0; "RC-MOV-536 Pressure Locking Analysis" 

1P3-CALC-RCS-0977, Rev. 2; "Thrust and Torque Limits for RC-MOV-535" 

IP3-CALC-RCS-0978, Rev. 2; "Thrust and Torque Limits for RC-MOV-536" 

NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY 

INDIAN POINT 3 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

DOCKET NO. 50-286 

DPR-64


